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ABSTRACT
Large O vi columns are observed around star-forming, low-redshift ∼L∗ galaxies, with a dependence
on impact parameter indicating that most O5+ particles reside beyond half the halo virial radius
(& 100 kpc). In order to constrain the nature of the gas traced by O vi, we analyze additional observ-
ables of the outer halo, namely H i to O vi column ratios of 1−10, an absence of low-ion absorption, a
mean differential extinction of EB−V ≈ 10−3, and a linear relation between O vi column and velocity
width. We contrast these observations with two physical scenarios: (1) O vi traces high-pressure
(∼ 30 cm−3 K) collisionally-ionized gas cooling from a virially-shocked phase, and (2) O vi traces
low-pressure (. 1 cm−3 K) gas beyond the accretion shock, where the gas is in ionization and thermal
equilibrium with the UV background. We demonstrate that the high-pressure scenario requires multi-
ple gas phases to explain the observations, and a large deposition of energy at & 100 kpc to offset the
energy radiated by the cooling gas. In contrast, the low-pressure scenario can explain all considered
observations with a single gas phase in thermal equilibrium, provided that the baryon overdensity is
comparable to the dark-matter overdensity, and that the gas is enriched to & Z/3 with an ISM-like
dust-to-metal ratio. The low-pressure scenario implies that O vi traces a cool flow with mass flow rate
of ∼ 5 M yr−1, comparable to the star formation rate of the central galaxies. The O vi line widths
are consistent with the velocity shear expected within this flow. The low-pressure scenario predicts a
bimodality in absorption line ratios at ∼ 100 kpc, due to the pressure jump across the accretion shock.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent observations with the cosmic origin spectro-
graph (COS) onboard HST have detected a high inci-
dence of O vi λλ1031, 1037 absorption around blue, low-
redshift (z ∼ 0.2) galaxies with luminosity ∼L∗. The
detection fractions of absorbers with columns NO vi ∼
1014.5 cm−2 are near unity out to impact parameters of
order Rvir, where Rvir is the virial radius of the dark mat-
ter halo (Chen & Mulchaey 2009; Prochaska et al. 2011;
Tumlinson et al. 2011; Johnson et al. 2015). The ubiq-
uitous detection of O vi in the circumgalactic medium
(CGM) of blue galaxies is in stark contrast to the CGM
of red galaxies with similar redshift and luminosity, in
which strong O vi is rarely detected (Tumlinson et al.
2011). This reflection of the specific star formation rate
(sSFR) in the properties of the 100 kpc-scale CGM holds
the potential to provide insight into the long-standing
problem of why galaxies have a bimodal color distribu-
tion (Strateva et al. 2001).
Broadly speaking, oxygen can be ionized into the O5+
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state either via collisions with electrons in ‘warm’ gas
with temperatures T ∼ 105.5 K, or photoionized by the
UV background in cooler gas with a density of nH .
10−4 cm−3, assuming current estimates of the UV back-
ground are not too far from the correct value. While
local ionization sources in the galaxy or CGM can in
principle also be the source of O vi (e.g. Oppenheimer &
Schaye 2013), these sources are unlikely to be dominant
at distances > 100 kpc (McQuinn & Werk 2017) which
we show below is where most of the gas traced by O vi
resides. Hence, in order to understand the implication of
the observed bimodality in O vi absorption for the phys-
ical conditions of the CGM, one must first understand
whether O vi is produced by collisional ionization or via
photoionization by the UV background.
The question of the O vi ionization mechanism around
low-redshift ∼L∗ galaxies has been addressed by a con-
siderable number of studies which employed cosmological
simulations, all of which have found that O vi at . Rvir
is produced mainly by collisionally ionized gas rather
than by photoionized gas (Stinson et al. 2012; Hummels
et al. 2013; Cen 2013; Oppenheimer et al. 2016; Liang et
al. 2016; Gutcke et al. 2017; Suresh et al. 2017). Though,
these simulations typically underestimate the observed
NO vi by factors of 3 − 10. The simulations disfavor a
photoionization origin since photoionization of O vi by
the background is significant only in gas with a low ther-
mal pressure of nHT . 5 cm−3 K. If the photoionized
gas is also in thermal equilibrium with the UV back-
ground, the implied gas pressure is even lower, of order
1 cm−3 K (as we demonstrate later in this paper). For
comparison, the halos in simulations are filled with hot
gas shocked to the virial temperature Tvir ∼ 106 K and
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2a mass similar to the baryon closing fraction, implying
significantly larger pressures of nHT ≈ 30 cm−3 K near
half the virial radius. Hence, even if some fraction of the
halo gas cools to the temperatures of < 105 K where pho-
toionization dominates over collisional ionization, the gas
will be compressed by the hot gas to densities in which
the oxygen ionization level is well below O5+.
The argument against photoionization as the source of
O vi is therefore based on the assumption that the O vi-
gas is within the accretion shock surrounding ∼L∗ galax-
ies, where the gas pressures are relatively high. Despite
the general agreement among current simulations that
the accretion shock is at & Rvir, and therefore beyond
the distances where large NO vi are observed, this con-
clusion is both uncertain theoretically and has not been
confirmed by observations. Observationally, directly de-
tecting virially shocked gas at ∼ Rvir is currently beyond
the capabilities of X-ray telescopes (see e.g. Li et al. 2017,
and further discussion below). Theoretically, the ∼L∗
halo mass of ∼ 1012 M inferred from abundance match-
ing (e.g. Moster et al. 2013) is near the nominal critical
halo mass of ∼ 1011.5 M required to support a stable
virial shock. This threshold halo mass is determined by
the ratio of the cooling time to the free-fall time (Rees &
Ostriker 1977; White & Frenk 1991; Birnboim & Dekel
2003; Keresˇ et al. 2005, 2009; Dekel & Birnboim 2006;
Fielding et al. 2017), which is somewhat uncertain. If,
for example, halo gas cooling rates in simulations are
modified by metal enrichment (as suggested by the high
gas metallicities inferred in recent UV absorber studies,
e.g. Stern et al. 2016a and Prochaska et al. 2017), the
properties of the virial shock could differ from current
predictions. It is also worth noting that even for iden-
tical physics, different hydrodynamic solvers sometimes
predict shock radii differing by a factor up to ∼ 2 (e.g.,
Nelson et al. 2013).
Observational evidence that O5+ is collisionally ionized
would hence support the picture suggested by cosmologi-
cal simulations, where ∼L∗ halos are filled with a massive
hot gas phase out to & Rvir. On the other hand, obser-
vational evidence that O5+ is photoionized by the UV
background would suggest a different picture in which the
accretion shock is at smaller distances, and O vi traces
cool gas beyond the shock. Previous observational work
has not been able to distinguish between photoionization
and collisional ionization as the source of strong O vi ab-
sorption around ∼L∗ galaxies. While the observed O vi
absorption is inconsistent with the photoionization mod-
els of low ions that assume a single density (e.g. Werk et
al. 2014), more flexible photoionization models with two
phases or with a density profile are consistent with the
O vi absorption (Stern et al. 2016a). The goal of this
paper is to confront these two possible ionization sce-
narios with existing observations, and derive the implied
challenges and successes imposed by the observations for
each scenario.
Our approach is similar to the approach of McQuinn
& Werk (2017, hereafter MQW17), who derived phys-
ical constraints on the conditions in the CGM directly
from observations. The main difference is that MQW17
focused on discriminating between different types of col-
lisional ionized O5+ models, while here we focus on the
more basic question of whether O5+ is collisionally ion-
ized or photoionized by the UV background. While the
collisional ionization scenario has received the most at-
tention so far, we demonstrate that a low-pressure sce-
nario in which the O vi is in ionization and thermal equi-
librium with the UV background is consistent with ob-
servational constraints and therefore warrants further in-
vestigation.
This paper is organized as follows. In §2 we review
available observations that can constrain the pressure of
gas in the outer halo and the ionization mechanism of
O5+. In §3 we contrast these observations with the low-
pressure and high-pressure scenarios mentioned above.
We discuss our results in §4, focusing on the low-pressure
scenario and highlighting predictions that can be used to
further test this scenario. We summarize our analysis
and conclusions in §5.
A flat ΛCDM cosmology with H0 = 68 km s
−1 Mpc−1,
ΩM = 0.31, and Ωb/ΩM = 0.158 is assumed throughout
(Planck Collaboration et al. 2016).
2. OBSERVED PROPERTIES
As we show below, most of the O vi observed around
low-redshift ∼L∗ galaxies originates in gas in the outer
halo, at a distance R & 100 kpc. We therefore start by
reviewing observations that can be used to constrain the
physical conditions in the outer halo.
2.1. O vi columns
The top panel of Figure 1 shows the NO vi measure-
ments around z ∼ 0.2, ∼L∗ star-forming galaxies (spe-
cific SFR > 10−11 yr−1). We use the Voigt profile fit
measurements listed in Johnson et al. (2015, hereafter
J15), which include 27 objects from the COS-Halos sam-
ple in which O vi and H i were observed (Werk et al.
2013), and 27 additional objects mainly at larger im-
pact parameters, observed by J15. To facilitate compar-
ison with previous studies which utilized only the COS-
Halos sample, we use only objects from J15 with a stel-
lar mass Mstar > 10
9.5 M, the minimum stellar mass of
blue COS-Halos galaxies. Also, we limit our analysis to
absorption features within ±200 km s−1 of the galaxy ve-
locity, which includes practically all the O vi absorption
observed by COS-Halos (Tumlinson et al. 2011; Werk
et al. 2016). The typical NO vi measurement error of
0.03 dex is noted in the top-right corner. Upper limits
are noted by down-pointing errors.
The horizontal axis is the impact parameter of the
background quasar normalized by Rvir. To derive Rvir,
we first use the Moster et al. (2013) relation to derive
Mhalo from Mstar. The values of Mstar are taken from
Werk et al. (2013) and J15, and plotted in the bottom-
right panel of Fig. 1. For consistency, stellar masses from
Werk et al. (2013) are corrected from the Salpeter initial
mass function (IMF) used in that study to the Chabrier
IMF used by J15 and by Moster et al. (2013). The im-
plied median Mhalo in the combined sample is 6·1011 M.
The value of Rvir is then determined from Mhalo via
Mhalo =
4pi
3
∆cρ¯cR
3
vir (1)
where ρ¯c is the critical density at the redshift of each ob-
ject and ∆c is derived from Bryan & Norman (1998)
10.
10 Moster et al. (2013) use the ‘200c’ definition of the halo mass,
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Fig. 1.— Top: Observed O vi columns in the CGM of ∼L∗ star-forming galaxies with 0.1 < z < 0.4. Data points and upper limits are
from the COS-Halos survey and from Johnson et al. (2015). Impact parameters are normalized by Rvir, derived from the Moster et al.
(2013) Mhalo −Mstar relation. The median Rvir in the sample is 190 kpc. The typical errors on NO vi (0.03 dex) and on the Rvir estimate
(0.1 dex) are noted in the top-right corner. The thick black line denotes a smoothing of the observations using a Gaussian kernel with
width 0.1 dex. The thin lines estimate the error on the smoothed relation using the bootstrap method. Bottom-left: The cumulative
mass of O vi within a 3D-distance R from the galaxy, derived using an inverse Abel transform on the smoothed observations. The median
distance of the O vi-gas is RO vi = 0.59Rvir (dotted vertical line), with a 16 − 84 percentile range of 0.35Rvir − 0.8Rvir. Bottom-right:
The stellar mass distribution of the entire sample, and of objects with RO vi < R⊥ < Rvir.
The implied median Rvir in the sample is 190 kpc, with
a dispersion of 0.12 dex. The error on Rvir can be esti-
mated by adding in quadrature the typical error of the
Mstar measurements of ±50% (Werk et al. 2012) to the
expected error in the Moster et al. relation of ≈ 0.2 dex.
Dividing this implied error on Mhalo by three yields an
error of 0.1 dex on Rvir, which is also noted in the corner
of the top panel.
The top panel in Fig. 1 demonstrates that O vi
columns are roughly independent of impact parameter
out to about 0.8Rvir, and drop quickly at larger im-
pact parameters. Beyond Rvir there are no O vi de-
tections within 200 km s−1 of the galaxy velocity. To
derive the implied distribution of the O vi-gas in phys-
ical space, we de-project the observed relation between
NO vi and R⊥ assuming the distribution of O5+ ions in
which we convert to the eqn. (1) definition assuming an NFW con-
centration parameter of 10.
normalized 3D distance R/Rvir is the same in all galax-
ies. To this end, we first smooth the observed NO vi vs.
R⊥/Rvir using a Gaussian kernel. We use a Gaussian
with width of 0.1 dex, equal to the error on Rvir noted
above. We assume NO vi = 0 for the four objects within
Rvir without an O vi detection. We stop the calculation
at Rvir, beyond which there are no detections. The de-
rived smoothed relation is plotted as a thick black line
in the top panel of Fig. 1. To estimate the error in this
mean, we repeat the process one hundred times, where
in each iteration we choose with replacements 34 objects
with R⊥ < Rvir, where 34 is the total number of objects
that satisfy this criterion. These calculated means are
shown as thin lines in Fig. 1.
The distribution of the O5+ ion in physical space is
then derived by deprojecting the smoothed observations
using an inverse Abel transform. The result is shown in
the bottom-left panel of Fig. 1. The implied mass of O5+
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Fig. 2.— Top panel: H i columns in the halos of ∼L∗ star-forming galaxies with 0.1 < z < 0.4. Markers are colored red and blue
to denote objects with and without C ii detections, respectively. Measurements of NHI are based on Lyman transitions and Lyman-limit
measurements from Prochaska et al. (2017) and J15. Large errorbars with no symbols indicate objects in which all observed Lyman
transitions are saturated and the Lyman-limit is unconstrained. In these objects NHI is likely > 10
16.5 cm−2 if C ii is detected and
< 1016.5 cm−2 if C ii is not detected (see §2.2). Also plotted are NO vi measurements (grey crosses), the smoothed NO vi(R⊥) relation
(black solid line), and the median O vi-galaxy distance (dotted line) derived in Fig. 1. Note that NHI > 10
16 cm−2 and C ii detections are
only observed at impact parameters smaller than RO vi, suggesting that they originate in gas which is distinct in physical radius from most
of the O vi-gas. Bottom panels: Histograms of NHI/NO vi ratios at impact parameters below and above RO vi, and in O vi absorbers
along random sightlines. Hatched regions mark uncertain ratios, either because O vi is not detected or because the error on NHI is large.
At R⊥ > RO vi, where H i and O vi most likely trace gas at similar radii, the column ratios are NHI/NO vi = 1 − 10 similar to typical
ratios along random sightlines.
ions is
MO vi(< Rvir) = (1.8± 0.3)× 106 M , (2)
where we assumed the median Rvir = 190 kpc to cal-
culate the mass, and the quoted error is the 16 − 84
percentile range in the bootstrap calculations of MO vi.
The median distance of the O vi-gas from the galaxy is
(dotted line)
RO vi = 0.59Rvir ≈ 110 kpc , (3)
where RO vi satisfies MO vi(<RO vi) = 0.5MO vi(<Rvir).
The 16−84 percentile distance range of O vi is 0.35Rvir−
0.8Rvir. A similar deprojection of the O vi columns was
recently done by Mathews & Prochaska (2017), with sim-
ilar results.
We check for systematics on the derived RO vi and
MO vi by repeating the above process assuming errors
on Rvir in the range 0.075− 0.15 dex. The derived RO vi
changed by less than 10% and the derived MO vi changed
by less than 20%. Similar small changes occur when we
calculate the geometric meanNO vi rather than the arith-
metic mean.
2.2. H i and low-ion columns
In this section we estimate the amount of H i and
low-ions associated with O vi. To this end, in the top
panel of Figure 2 we plot the relation between H i col-
umn NHI and impact parameter in the COS-Halos+J15
sample used above. The objects are colored by whether
C ii is detected (red) or not detected (blue) in the same
sightline. We focus on sightlines with impact parameters
smaller than Rvir, beyond which O vi is not detected
(see Fig. 1). The values of NHI are derived by summing
the Voigt profile fits in Tumlinson et al. (2013) and J15,
using only features within ±200 km s−1 of the galaxy red-
shift, as done above for O vi. C ii detections are taken
from Werk et al. (2013) and J1511. When available, we
use additional constraints on NHI based on Lyman limit
measurements from Prochaska et al. (2017). In some
objects the error on NHI is large (> 1 dex) since all ob-
served Lyman transitions are saturated and the Lyman-
limit is unconstrained. In these objects the detection of
11 In one COS-Halos object C ii has not been observed
(J1009+0713 170 9). This object is colored in red since Mg i ab-
sorption is detected.
5C ii can be used as a rough constraint on NHI, since C ii
is detected in all objects where NHI is constrained to
> 1016.5 cm−2, and is not detected in all objects where
NHI is constrained to < 10
16.5 cm−2. We also mark in
the panel the NO vi measurements, the smoothed NO vi
vs. R⊥/Rvir relation, and the median physical radius of
the O vi-gas RO vi inferred in the previous section.
At impact parameters larger than RO vi, the values
of NHI are typically 10
14 − 1015 cm−2, with a tendency
to increase towards smaller impact parameters (though
note the small number statistics). At impact parame-
ters smaller than RO vi the values of NHI exhibit a larger
spread, ranging from 1014 cm−2 to 1020 cm−2, with the
characteristic NHI generally increasing towards lower im-
pact parameters. Specifically, the observed dispersion of
>2 dex in NHI at a given impact parameter is substan-
tially larger than the dispersion in NO vi of 0.3 dex at
R⊥ < RO vi. These properties of NO vi and NHI are
further demonstrated in the second and third panels of
Fig. 2, where we plot the distributions of the column ratio
NHI/NO vi at R⊥ < RO vi and at R⊥ > RO vi. Uncer-
tain ratios due to a large error on NHI or a lack of O vi
detection are marked with hatched histograms. As sug-
gested by the top panel, at R⊥ < RO vi the column ratio
NHI/NO vi spans a large dynamical range of 1 − 2 · 105.
In contrast, at R⊥ > RO vi the column ratios span a sig-
nificantly smaller range, with the seven O vi detections
spanning 1 < NHI/NO vi < 10.
Fig. 2 also shows that C ii is not detected beyond
RO vi, commensurate with the absence of sightlines with
NHI > 10
16.5 cm−2. In Appendix A we show that other
ions observed by COS-Halos and J15 are also not de-
tected beyond RO vi, with the exception of relatively
weak C iii and Si iii. This correspondence between the
lack of large H i columns and absence of low-ion ab-
sorption is not a coincidence. Unless the metallicity is
highly super-solar, photoionization equilibrium requires
that detectable amounts of low-ion absorption are asso-
ciated with a large NHI. We can therefore conclude that
the ‘low-ion’ gas, which produces low-ion absorption and
NHI > 10
16.5 cm−2, does not extend beyond RO vi, i.e. it
does not overlap in radius with the 50% of the O vi-gas
that resides outside RO vi. Furthermore, Fig. 2 suggests
that even at R⊥ < RO vi the low-ion gas and O vi-gas are
at least partially radially distinct. This follows since the
O vi gas is distributed mainly at 0.35−0.8Rvir (bottom-
left panel of Fig. 1), while the H i and low-ion columns
tend to increase towards lower impact parameters (top
panel of Fig. 2 and Appendix A), suggesting a centrally-
peaked distribution in physical space. Hence the large
NHI/NO vi ratios observed at R⊥ < RO vi are at least
partially due to H i produced in gas at smaller physical
radii than O vi, rather than H i in gas which is co-spatial
with O vi.
We show below that measurements of NHI/NO vi at
R⊥ > RO vi, where H i is not potentially ‘contaminated’
by gas at smaller physical radii than O vi, provide a
useful diagnostic. As the number of sightlines at these
impact parameters is small, more measurements would
be useful.
It is also interesting to compare the ratios of NHI/NO vi
in the galaxy-selected sample used here with the ratios
observed along random quasar sightlines. We utilize the
sample from Danforth et al. (2016), which detected 255
O vi absorbers with redshifts 0.15 − 0.4 (16 − 84 per-
centiles), comparable to COS-Halos. The range of NO vi
in the random sightline sample is (0.3− 1.3)× 1014 cm−2
(also 16−84 percentiles). Such absorbers are likely dom-
inated by gas within ∼ 2Rvir from galaxies with a some-
what lower luminosity than COS-Halos (Prochaska et al.
2011; McQuinn 2016), with a non-negligible contribu-
tion from gas around galaxies at luminosities as low as
∼ 0.01L∗ (Johnson et al. 2017). Almost all (93%) of the
O vi absorbers in the Danforth et al. sample are also
detected in H i, so the NHI measurements are almost
complete. The distribution of NHI/NO vi is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. The median column ratio is 2.9,
with 80% of the objects in the range 0.2− 20 and a tail
to larger values. This distribution is consistent with the
distribution in the smaller STIS-based random sightline
sample of Thom & Chen (2008), which utilized a different
absorber detection technique.
The typical NHI/NO vi observed along random sight-
lines is similar to the NHI/NO vi = 1 − 10 seen at
R⊥ & RO vi in the galaxy-selected sample, albeit with
a larger spread and a tail to higher values. This sim-
ilarity may suggest similar physical conditions in O vi
absorbers along random sightlines and in the outer halo
of ∼L∗ galaxies.
2.3. Differential extinction by dust grains
Another clue on the nature of the gas traced by O vi
can be derived from observations of dust grains in the
CGM. Me´nard et al. (2010, hereafter MSFR) measured
the mean differential extinction EB−V of background
SDSS quasars, as a function of their angular separation
from foreground SDSS galaxies with magnitude i < 21
and median redshift of 0.36. They detected an extinction
signal of EB−V ∼ R0.8⊥ spanning angular separations of
0.1 − 100′ which corresponds to impact parameters of
20 kpc−20 Mpc at the median redshift. Since the MSFR
sample and the COS-Halos+J15 sample are both dom-
inated by ∼L∗ galaxies at similar redshifts, it is plau-
sible that these two samples trace similar galaxies. At
the characteristic O vi-galaxy distance RO vi ≈ 100 kpc
(eqn. 3), MSFR found EB−V ≈ 2 · 10−3 mag. A compa-
rable EB−V at 100 kpc was later deduced by Peek et al.
(2015), using galaxies as background sources instead of
quasars, though with a somewhat steeper dependence of
EB−V on impact parameter.
Assuming that the extinction signal at & 100 kpc is
dominated by the CGM of the central galaxy rather than
by the CGM of neighboring galaxies, as argued by MSFR
and as suggested by the analysis of Masaki & Yoshida
(2012), indicates the existence of dust grains at similar
radii as O vi. We discuss the implications of this possi-
bility below.
2.4. Other CGM observations
Several additional observations have been used in the
literature to constrain the conditions in the CGM of ∼L∗
galaxies, including detections of X-ray emission (Ander-
son & Bregman 2011; Dai et al. 2012; Bogda´n et al.
2013a,b; Anderson et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017), modelling
the ram pressure stripping of local group satellites (Blitz
& Robishaw 2000; Grcevich & Putman 2009; Gatto et al.
2013) and the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, Salem et
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mark the two possible scenarios discussed in this work: (1) that the typical gas pressure at the median O vi distance RO vi ≈ 0.6Rvir
is nHT ∼ 30 cm−3 K, as expected if the outer halo is filled with virially-shocked gas with an overdensity similar to the dark matter
overdensity (Tvir and δ are marked on the axes). In this scenario O vi is collisionally ionized; (2) that O vi traces gas in ionization and
thermal equilibrium with the UV background, as expected if O vi traces metal-enriched gas beyond the accretion shock. The intersections
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The implied pathlengths are ≈ 30 (3Z/Z)−1 kpc in the high-pressure scenario and at least 70 (3Z/Z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Densities of nH . 10−5 cm−3 are ruled out since they would imply a pathlength larger than 2RO vi, which is unphysical.
al. 2015), the dispersion measure of pulsars in the Mag-
ellanic Clouds (Anderson & Bregman 2010), and z = 0
O vii and O viii absorption features in the X-ray (Wang
et al. 2005; Fang et al. 2006; Bregman & Lloyd-Davies
2007; Faerman et al. 2017). However, direct X-ray emis-
sion from the hot gas is detected only out to ≈ 50 kpc
and hence does not directly constrain the conditions at
0.5−1Rvir where most of the O vi-gas resides. Similarly,
sightlines to the Magellanic clouds which are located at
50 − 60 kpc can only constrain the physical conditions
within this distance. The lack of H i in local group
satellites has been attributed to ram pressure stripping
by a volume filling hot phase within . 120 kpc (Grce-
vich & Putman 2009), which is equivalent to . 0.4Rvir
for a MW virial radius derived from eqn. (1) assuming
Mstar = 6 · 1010 M. This constraint hence also does not
directly constrain the conditions at larger R/Rvir which
are the focus of this work. Last, the physical distance of
the z = 0 X-ray O vii and O viii absorption features is
unclear, and may well be limited to < 100 kpc. Hence,
since all the observations mentioned above primarily con-
strain the conditions at radii . 0.5Rvir < RO vi, we do
not consider them further in the analysis below, instead
giving predictions for future observations.
3. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN
THE OUTER HALO
Above we showed that most of the O vi-gas resides
in the outer halo, beyond 0.5Rvir. At these distances
available observations indicate typical column ratios of
NHI/NO vi = 1−10, EB−V ≈ 2·10−3 mag, weak C iii and
Si iii absorption, and a lack of other low-ion absorption.
In this section we derive several physical properties of
the O vi-gas based on these observations. We start with
general physical implications (§§3.1–3.2), and continue
with physical implications under two assumed physical
scenarios (§§3.3–3.8).
3.1. Mass, pathlength, and the O vi fraction
We assume that the gas traced by O vi is irradi-
ated by the UV background from Haardt & Madau
(2012, hereafter HM12) at the median z = 0.24 of
the COS-Halos+J15 sample, after multiplying the in-
tensity at 1 Ryd by a factor of two (Jν = 3.2 ·
10−23 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1 sr−1). This factor of two is sug-
gested by comparing models of the Lyα forest with ob-
servations (Shull et al. 2015; Gaikwad et al. 2017, cf.
Kollmeier et al. 2014), and by the Hα fluorescence of
UGC 7321 (Fumagalli et al. 2017). This factor of two is
also consistent with models in which the UV background
7is dominated by quasars (Madau & Haardt 2015). The
spectrum of Faucher-Gigue`re et al. (2009) is compara-
ble to HM12 at low redshift, so our assumed spectrum
is also a factor of ∼ 2 stronger than this estimate. To
avoid over-predicting the X-ray background which is a
lower factor of 1.2 above HM12, we multiply the HM12
spectrum by 2(hν/1 Ryd)−0.1. Based on the analysis of
MQW17 and Upton Sanderbeck et al. (2017), we do not
include local sources in the galaxy and CGM, as they are
unlikely to exceed the background at the characteristic
O vi scale of RO vi = 0.6Rvir ≈ 110 kpc. The impli-
cations of uncertainties in the UV background on our
results are addressed in the discussion.
The left panel of Figure 3 plots fO vi, the fraction of
oxygen particles in the O5+ ionization state, as a function
of gas density nH and temperature T . The ionization cal-
culations are done with cloudy (Ferland et al. 2013), as-
suming optically thin gas, third-solar abundances (where
solar is defined by Asplund et al. 2009), and ionization
equilibrium conditions. The assumed abundances have a
negligible effect on fO vi, while the ionization equilibrium
assumption is addressed below. Fig. 3 shows that fO vi
peaks at a value of ≈ 0.2 in two ‘branches’ of nH − T
space: at nH > 10
−4.5 cm−3 and T ≈ 105.5 K, where O5+
is collisionally ionized, and at nH ∼ 10−4.5 cm−3 and
T < 105 K, where O5+ is photoionized by the UV back-
ground. We argue next that the large observed NO vi
columns imply that the mass and pathlength of O vi-
gas would be too large if fO vi were significantly below
its peak value (see also MQW17). So, we delineate the
region in phase space where fO vi peaks by marking the
fO vi = 0.1 contours with thick gray lines. These gray
lines are plotted for reference also in the right panel and
in following figures.
The total mass of gas traced by O vi is equal to
M (O vi)gas = 5×109
(
MO vi
2 · 106 M
)(
fO vi
0.2
)−1(
Z
1
3Z
)−1
M ,
(4)
where MO vi is derived above (Fig. 1) and we used an
oxygen mass fraction of 0.006 (Z/Z) based on Asplund
et al. (2009). This gas mass can be compared to the total
baryon budget of the halo (Ωb/ΩM)Mhalo:
M
(O vi)
gas
(Ωb/ΩM)Mhalo
≈ 0.05
(
MO vi
2 · 106 M
)(
fO vi
0.2
)−1(
Z
1
3Z
)−1
,
(5)
where we assumed the median Mhalo = 0.6 · 1012 M in
the COS-Halos+J15 sample. Similarly, the pathlength
through the gas traced by O vi is equal to
lO vi =
NO vi
nO vi
= 99
(
NO vi
1014.5 cm−2
)
×
( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)−1(fO vi
0.2
)−1(
Z
1
3 Z
)−1
kpc ,
(6)
where nO vi, the volume density of O
5+ ions, is equal to
nO vi = 4.9 · 10−4(Z/Z)fO vinH . (7)
The right panel of Fig. 3 plots lO vi as a function of den-
sity and temperature. The numerical values for nH and
Z are justified below.
Since M
(O vi)
gas likely does not exceed (Ωb/ΩM)Mhalo,
and the pathlength cannot be larger than the size of the
system (say ∼ 2RO vi ≈ 200 kpc), equations (5) and (6)
suggest that fO vi cannot be far below 0.2. This con-
straint become stronger with decreasing metallicity, and
with the mass of the non-O vi gas assumed to exist in the
halo. Furthermore, the right panel in Fig. 3 shows that
nH . 10−5 cm−3 is ruled out due to the large implied
pathlength, even if fO vi is near its peak value.
Our conclusion that fO vi is near its peak value of 0.2,
i.e. that O vi traces either collisionally ionized gas with
T ≈ 105.5 K or photoionized gas with nH ∼ 10−4.5 cm−3,
is based on the assumption of equilibrium ionization
fractions. Is this assumption reasonable? The O4+ →
O5+ photoionization timescale is ≈ 300 Myr (Verner &
Yakovlev 1995) for our assumed background spectrum,
while the O6+ + e → O5+ recombination timescale is
∼ 40(nH/10−4.5 cm−3)−1(1 + T/105.5 K) Myr (Colgan et
al. 2004). These timescales are shorter than the dynami-
cal timescale of ∼ 1.5 Gyr, supporting our equilibrium as-
sumption. However, the recombination timescale is com-
parable to the cooling timescale of gas with T . 105 K.
Gnat & Sternberg (2007) calculated the non-equilibrium
ionizations fractions in radiatively cooling gas, and found
that even in solar enriched gas, fO vi is significantly en-
hanced only at T < 105 K, to values which are an order of
magnitude below the near-peak value ∼ 0.2. Hence, for
the range of parameters where fO vi peaks, rapid cooling
will not cause the gas to depart significantly from ioniza-
tion equilibrium. Our assumption of equilibrium is also
unlikely to be affected by time-dependent local ionizing
sources (e.g. Vasiliev et al. 2015; Segers et al. 2017; Op-
penheimer et al. 2017), since such sources are expected
to be sub-dominant to the background at & 100 kpc
(MQW17, Upton Sanderbeck et al. 2017).
3.2. Metallicity
What is the metallicity of CGM absorbers? Photoion-
ization modeling of COS-Halos absorption data (exclud-
ing O vi) using single-density models suggest 0.02 <
Z/Z < 3 with a median of Z = 0.3 Z (Prochaska
et al. 2017). Alternative multi-density photoionization
models of all COS-Halos ions suggest a somewhat higher
median metallicity of Z = 0.6 Z with a smaller disper-
sion of 0.3 dex (Stern et al. 2016a, hereafter S16), and
a similar Z = 0.5 Z ± 0.4 dex if O vi is excluded from
the modelling (see §5.3 in S16). The smaller metallicity
dispersion suggested by the multi-density models is fa-
vored by the small dispersion seen in NO vi at R⊥ < Rvir
(0.3 dex, see Fig. 1). The results of S16 are further ad-
dressed in the discussion. Metallicities of order solar are
also suggested by the ISM-like dust-to-gas ratios found
in Mg ii absorbers (Me´nard & Chelouche 2009; Me´nard
& Fukugita 2012), derived from comparing the measured
H i column and the observed EB−V.
Hence, analysis of CGM absorbers suggests relatively
high metallicities of Z & Z/3. These metallicities are
consistent with the lower limit on Z implied by the mass
and pathlength constraints discussed in the previous sec-
tion (eqns. 5 and 6). For consistency with previous stud-
ies we use a fiducial Z = Z/3, though we note that a
factor of ∼ 2 higher metallicity is favored by some obser-
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Fig. 4.— Schemas of the two scenarios discussed in this work for the halo gas of blue ∼L∗ galaxies at low redshift. (Left) The ‘high-
pressure O vi’ scenario, where a virially-shocked hot phase extends out to distances & Rvir. The gas pressure at R = RO vi = 0.6Rvir is
nHT ∼ 30 cm−3 K. O vi is produced via collisional ionization in gas cooling from the hot phase. (Right) The ‘low-pressure O vi’ scenario,
where the accretion shock is at . 0.5Rvir. O vi traces low-pressure gas beyond the shock in ionization and thermal equilibrium with the
UV background. The high-pressure scenario is favored by current cosmological simulations. The low-pressure scenario may however be
possible if the cooling time of the postshock gas is shorter than in current simulations (e.g., due to a more metal enriched CGM), resulting
in an unstable virial shock at ∼ Rvir.
vational analyses.
3.3. Thermal pressure and cooling luminosity
In this section we calculate the typical gas pressures
P at a distance RO vi ≈ 0.6Rvir (eqn. 3). We employ
two distinct physical assumptions, plotted schematically
in Figure 4. In the first scenario (left panel) the virially-
shocked phase extends beyond RO vi ≈ 0.6Rvir, and O vi
traces gas in pressure equilibrium with the hot phase. In
the second scenario (right panel) the accretion shock oc-
curs at R < RO vi, and O vi traces low-pressure cool
gas outside the shock. We denote the two scenarios by
‘high-P ’ and ‘low-P ’, respectively. The high-P scenario,
which is favored by current cosmological simulations, has
been discussed previously in several papers (e.g., Faer-
man et al. 2017; McQuinn & Werk 2017; Mathews &
Prochaska 2017; Armillotta et al. 2017; Bordoloi et al.
2017). The low-P scenario, which is possible if the virial
shock around blue ∼L∗ galaxies is unstable (see discus-
sion), has not been systematically investigated before.
Given that O vi is produced over a range of radii
(Fig. 1), it is also possible that some of the O vi is pro-
duced in high-pressure gas within the shock, while some
of the O vi is produced in low-pressure gas outside the
shock. In this work we focus on the median O vi radius
RO vi, and hence on the question what are the conditions
where most of the O vi is produced.
3.3.1. High-pressure scenario for the O vi-gas
In the high pressure scenario, one can derive a rough
estimate of the gas pressure in the outer halo by as-
suming the hot gas over-density follows the dark matter
over-density, and the hot gas temperature is equal to the
virial temperature (e.g. Maller & Bullock 2004). For our
median halo with Mhalo = 6 · 1011 M at z = 0.2 this
estimate gives a pressure of
(nHT )high-P ∼200
(
R
RO vi
)−2.7
n¯HTvir
≈ 30
(
R
RO vi
)−2.7
cm−3 K (8)
where n¯H = 3.3 · 10−7 cm−3 is the cosmic baryon mean
density at z = 0.2, 200(R/RO vi)
−2.7 is the over-density
of an NFW profile near RO vi = 0.6Rvir assuming a con-
centration parameter of 10 (Dutton & Maccio` 2014), and
Tvir ≡ µmpGMhalo/2Rvirk = 5 · 105 K is the virial tem-
perature (we assume a mean molecular weight µ = 0.6
throughout). The pressure estimate in eqn. (8) and its
dependence on R is comparable to the average pressure
seen in the FIRE m12i simulation (Hopkins et al. 2017) at
z = 0, in which we find nHT ≈ 25(R/0.6Rvir)−3 cm−3 K.
Comparable pressures are also seen in the EAGLE simu-
lation (fig. 11 at Oppenheimer et al. 2016). The idealized
CGM simulations of Fielding et al. (2017) with Mhalo =
1012 M show a somewhat lower nHT ≈ 10 cm−3 K (see
fig. A1 there, note they use the ‘200m’ definition for
Mhalo and Rvir).
The characteristic pressure in eqn. (8) is marked with
red dashed lines in both panels of Fig. 3. This pres-
sure crosses the collisional ionization ‘arm’ of the peak
in fO vi (the intersection is emphasized with a thick line).
Hence, if the O vi-gas pressure is similar to the estimate
in eqn. (8), we can conclude that O vi originates in colli-
sionally ionized gas with T ≈ 105.5 K. Fig. 3 shows that
for photoionization to allow T . 105 K gas to have fO vi
near its peak value, the characteristic pressure needs to
be ∼ 5 cm−3 K or lower, a factor of six less than esti-
mated in eqn. (8).
The implied volume density scale for the gas traced by
9O vi is hence
nH, high-P ≈ (nHT )high-P
105.5 K
= 10−4
(
R
RO vi
)−2.7
cm−3 .
(9)
Using eqns. (7) and (9), the implied O5+ volume density
is
nO vi, high-P = 3.3·10−9
(
fO vi
0.2
)(
Z
1
3 Z
)(
R
RO vi
)−2.7
cm−3
(10)
Figure 5 plots the cooling luminosity from gas traced
by O vi, L
(O vi)
cool , assuming it originates from a specific
gas density and temperature. We derive L
(O vi)
cool using
L
(O vi)
cool (nH, T ) =V
(O vi)n2HΛ(nH, T, Z)
≈ XM
(O vi)
gas
mp
nHΛ(nH, T, Z) , (11)
where V (O vi) is the volume occupied by the gas traced
by O vi, X = 0.75 is the hydrogen mass fraction, and
we define Λn2H as the net cooling per unit volume after
accounting for heating by the UV background (calcu-
lated using cloudy). For M
(O vi)
gas , we use eqn. (4) with
MO vi = 2·106 M and fO vi appropriate for the assumed
nH and T (left panel of Fig. 3). Note that eqn. (11) im-
plies that L
(O vi)
cool is independent of Z at temperatures
T ∼ 105.5 K, since the metals dominate the cooling and
Λ ∝ Z, while the gas mass M (O vi)gas is inversely propor-
tional to Z (eqn. 4).
Fig. 5 demonstrates that the high-pressure O vi sce-
nario has a cooling luminosity of 3 × 1048 erg yr−1, in
the limit that all the O vi gas has nH = 10
−4 cm−3 and
T = 105.5 K (a more accurate calculation can be derived
by convolving L
(O vi)
cool (nH, T ) with an assumed nH−T dis-
tribution). For comparison, the entire thermal energy of
the halo is ≈ 32kTvir ΩbΩMMhalo/µmp ≈ 2 · 1058 erg. Hence,
without a source of heating, the cooling from the O vi
gas would have radiated away all the thermal energy of
the halo gas during the last ≈ 7 Gyr. This ‘cooling prob-
lem’ is exacerbated by the fact that our cooling luminos-
ity estimate includes only gas which produces observable
O vi absorption, and hence is a lower limit on the to-
tal cooling luminosity of the halo gas. MQW17 showed
that the total luminosity of a cooling flow which repro-
duces the observed NO vi is 6 × 1048 erg yr−1, if we as-
sume nHT = 30 cm
−3 K and an initial flow temperature
of 5 · 105 K in their calculation. The MQW17 estimate is
a factor of two higher than our estimate which includes
only the O vi-gas.
Energy sources which are potentially large enough to
compensate the cooling from the O vi-gas include su-
pernovae feedback (see Cen 2013 and MQW17), feed-
back from the central massive black hole (see Mathews &
Prochaska 2017), and IGM gas accretion (see Cen 2013).
3.3.2. Low-pressure scenario for the O vi-gas
In the low-P scenario, we assume that O vi-traces cool
gas outside the accretion shock. In this scenario the gas
temperature will be set by the competition between ra-
diative cooling and heating sources beyond the shock,
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Fig. 5.— Cooling luminosity of the gas traced by O vi as a func-
tion its density and temperature, calculated from the O vi mass
of 2 · 106 M derived in Fig. 1. Thick grey stripes and red dashed
lines are as in Fig. 3. Negative cooling values in the lower-left
corner (net heating) are not shown. In the high-pressure sce-
nario (nH ≈ 10−4 cm−3, T ≈ 105.5 K) the cooling luminosity is
≈ 3 × 1048 erg yr−1, which requires efficient deposition of energy
in the outer halo to avoid collapse (see §3.3.1). In the low-pressure
scenario the net Lcool is zero by construction, since the gas is in
thermal equilibrium with the UV background.
including radiative heating, adiabatic compression, stir-
ring by satellites, mechanical heating from large scale
structure formation, and winds from neighboring galax-
ies. However, the cooling time of metal-enriched gas with
T ∼ 104.5 − 105 K is
tcool =
2.2 · 32 kT
nHΛ(nH, T, Z)
= 410
(
Z
1
3 Z
)−0.87
·
·
(
T
105 K
)−1.15 ( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)−1.5
Myr ,
(12)
where we assumed the thermal energy per unit volume
is 2.2 · 32nHkT (the number of particles per hydrogen
particle is 2.2 = (µX)−1), isochoric cooling beyond the
shock, and we remind the reader that in our notation
n2HΛ is the net cooling per unit volume calculated by
cloudy. The power-law dependence on the parameters
are approximations applicable at 104.5 < T < 105 K and
near the stated numerical values of nH and Z. This cool-
ing time is generally shorter than the dynamical time
scale of ≈ 1.5 Gyr, which is the heating timescale of e.g.
adiabatic compression. Hence, if heating sources outside
the accretion shock occur on a dynamical timescale and
heat the gas to temperatures . 105 K, radiative cooling
will dominate and the gas would roughly be in thermal
equilibrium with the UV background.
The equilibrium temperature Teq can be calculated us-
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ing cloudy12 and approximated as
Teq = 2.6× 104
( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)−0.23
K , (13)
which is accurate to 2% at 10−5 < nH < 10−4 cm−3. This
solution is plotted as dashed red curves in both panels
of Fig. 3 and in Fig. 5. By definition, this solution is
where the net cooling L
(O vi)
cool equals zero. We henceforth
assume that in the low-pressure O vi scenario, the tem-
perature of the O vi-gas is Teq.
Given the mass and pathlength arguments above, we
expect fO vi to be near its peak value, so we empha-
size the intersection of the thermal equilibrium solution
with the region where fO vi > 0.1, excluding low densi-
ties where the pathlength is larger than the size of the
system (see right panel of Fig. 3). The expected gas den-
sity is hence in the range nH ∼ 0.1− 1× 10−4 cm−3, i.e.
an overdensity of 30 − 300. This overdensity is compa-
rable on the high end to the dark matter overdensity of
200 at RO vi = 0.6Rvir, and hence the hydrogen densities
in both scenarios are comparable (see eqn. 9). Based on
eqn. (7), the implied nO vi in the low-P scenario is
nO vi, low-P = 10
−9
( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)(fO vi
0.2
)(
Z
1
3 Z
)
cm−3 ,
(14)
while the gas pressure is
(nHT )low-P = nHTeq = 0.78
( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)0.77
cm−3 K ,
(15)
where we used eqn. (13) for Teq. This characteristic pres-
sure is a factor of ≈ 40 lower than the characteristic pres-
sure in the high-P scenario discussed above (eqn. 8).
How far inward can the gas pressure estimated in
eqn. (15) remain so low? The typical gas pressures
at distances smaller than RO vi can be estimated from
the pressure of the low-ionization cool clouds observed
at small impact parameters. Fig. 2 shows that H i
columns of NHI & 1016.5 cm−2 are observed in roughly
half the objects with 0.2 < R⊥/Rvir < 0.5, and in all
objects with R⊥/Rvir < 0.2. Detections of C ii and
other low-ions follow a similar trend (see Fig. 2 and
Appendix A). Single-density photoionization modeling
of these low-ions and H i columns deduce that they
originate in gas with a typical density of & 10−3 cm−3
(Prochaska et al. 2017, see table 3 there). Multi-density
photoionization modeling of the same data also suggests
that gas with NHI = 10
16.5 cm−2 originates in gas with
nH & 10−3 cm−3 (S16). These derived densities should
be multiplied by two (i.e., nH & 2 · 10−3 cm−3), since
both Prochaska et al. (2017) and S16 assumed a HM12
ionizing spectrum, which has a factor of two lower inten-
sity than the spectrum assumed here (see §3.1). A sim-
ilar gas density of 3 · 10−3 cm−2 is also directly deduced
from the NHI ≈ 1016.5 cm−2 and NC iii & 1014 cm−2 ob-
served in these sightlines, using the analytic formula of
MQW17 (eqns. 22-23 there). Hence, for our assumed UV
background, the gas pressure at distances R . 0.5Rvir is
constrained to be nHT & 2 · 10−3 · 104 = 20 cm−3 K, at
12 This calculation is similar to the calculations of the models
shown in Figs. 3 and 5, but instead of fixing T to a certain value,
cloudy derives T = Teq such that the gas is in thermal equilibrium.
least in sightlines which exhibit large H i columns and
low-ions. This estimated pressure is at least a factor of
∼ 25 higher than the pressure at RO vi ≈ 0.6Rvir es-
timated in eqn. (15). Such relatively high pressures in
the inner halo are also suggested by the hot gas densi-
ties of ∼ 10−4 cm−3 estimated from the extended X-ray
emission in nearby spirals (Anderson & Bregman 2011;
Bogda´n et al. 2013a,b) and the similar densities inferred
from ram pressure stripping of Local Group satellites and
the LMC (Grcevich & Putman 2009; Salem et al. 2015).
Therefore, observations of low-ions, H i columns, X-ray
emission and Local Group satellites all indicate the exis-
tence of a high-pressure hot phase in the inner halo, i.e.
within roughly half the virial radius. The low-P scenario
for O vi suggests that this hot phase does not extend
beyond this distance, as pictured in the right panel of
Fig. 4.
3.4. NHI/NO vi ratio
What is the predicted NHI/NO vi in each of the two sce-
narios discussed in the previous section? To address this
question, in the left panel of Figure 6 we plot the neutral
hydrogen fraction fH i as a function of nH and T . The
value of fH i decreases to higher T due to increased colli-
sional ionization, and to lower nH due to increased pho-
toionization. The right panel shows the implied neutral
hydrogen to O vi ratio nH i/nO vi assuming Z = Z/3.
Fig. 6 shows that in the high-pressure O vi scenario,
we expect nH i/nO vi . 0.1(Z/ 13 Z)−1 in the gas traced
by O vi. For comparison, the observed ratios are
NHI/NO vi > 1 in all sightlines (Fig. 2). A metallic-
ity of Z . 0.03 Z would resolve this difference for the
lowest values of NHI/NO vi, but would imply a mass
for the O vi-gas which is larger than the baryon bud-
get (eqn. 5) and a pathlength larger than the size of
the system (eqn. 6, right panel of Fig. 3). Hence, a
low Z < 0.03 Z is ruled out. Moreover, the H i ab-
sorption features in objects with R⊥ > 0.5Rvir show
a median line width of bH i = 40 km s
−1, compared
to the bH i ≥
√
2kT/mp = 70 km s
−1 expected in gas
with T = 105.5 K (bH i can be larger than this estimate
if non-thermal broadening is significant). The typical
line width hence implies that H i originates in gas with
T < 105 km s−1, cooler than the gas which produces
O vi. We conclude that in any scenario where O vi is
collisionally ionized, H i must originate from a different
gas phase than O vi.
In contrast, in the low-pressure O vi scenario, Fig. 6
shows we expect nH i/nO vi between 0.8(Z/
1
3 Z)
−1 and
20(Z/ 13 Z)
−1. Given the likely range of metallicities of
the O vi gas of 0.3 < Z/Z < 1 (§3.2), this calcula-
tion correctly predicts the range of 1 < NHI/NO vi < 10
observed at R⊥ & RO vi (with the caveat that there are
only a small number of NHI/NO vi measurements at outer
radii). At smaller impact parameters the low-pressure
model falls short of the observed NHI/NO vi in most
sightlines, though as we argued in §2.2 at these impact
parameters H i may be dominated by gas at smaller radii
than O vi. Hence, in the low pressure scenario the O vi
and H i absorption observed at R⊥ & RO vi originate
in the same phase. This conclusion is further explored
below.
The same conclusions for the low and high-pressure
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Fig. 6.— Contours denote the neutral hydrogen fraction fH i (left panel) and the ratio of H i to O vi density (right panel), as a
function of gas density and temperature. The corresponding baryon overdensity is noted on top. Third-solar abundances are assumed in
the right panel (nH i/nO vi scales inversely with abundance). The thick grey and red dashed lines are as in Fig. 3. In the low-pressure O vi
scenario (thick lower red line), the predicted range of nH i/nO vi = 0.5 − 20 is consistent with the observed NHI/NO vi in sightlines with
R⊥ > RO vi = 0.6Rvir, where H i is not dominated by gas on scales smaller than O vi (Fig. 2). Therefore, in the low-pressure scenario
the H i observed at R⊥ > 0.6Rvir originates in the same gas phase as O vi. In the high-pressure O vi scenario (thick upper red line) the
predicted range of nH i/nO vi . 0.1 is too low to explain the observations, so H i must originate in a different gas phase than O vi.
scenarios also apply to O vi absorbers along random
sightlines, which likely originate in the vicinity of galax-
ies with a somewhat lower mass than in the galaxy-
selected sample used above (Prochaska et al. 2011).
These absorbers exhibit a typical column ratio of 0.2 <
NHI/NO vi < 20 (lower panel of Fig. 2), similar to the
values observed at R⊥ > RO vi in the galaxy-selected
sample. Hence if these O vi absorbers are collisionally-
ionized in ∼ 105.5 K gas, then they are always associated
with a cooler phase which produces on average three H i
particles per O vi particle, with a factor of three disper-
sion around this average. Alternatively, if O vi absorbers
along random sightlines are photoionized by the back-
ground, then their NHI/NO vi ratios suggest that O vi
and H i originate in a single phase with metallicity of
∼ 1/3 Z, as derived above for galaxy-selected absorbers.
An additional constraint on the relation between O vi
and H i can be derived from the velocity profiles of the
two absorption features. The two features exhibit kine-
matic alignments in their velocity profiles, though this
alignment is not perfect. This characteristic behavior
is observed both in random IGM sightlines (e.g. Thom
& Chen 2008; Fox 2011), and in galaxy selected sam-
ples such as COS-Halos, especially in absorbers with
NHI . 1015 cm−2 that do not exhibit low-ionization ab-
sorption (see fig. 5 in Werk et al. 2016). The observed
kinematic alignment argues for a physical connection be-
tween the gas traced by H i and O vi. In the high-
pressure scenario, this alignment may be explained if H i
and O vi trace gas at different temperatures in the same
cooling flow (e.g. MQW17). In the low-pressure scenario,
the kinematic alignment is consistent with our conclusion
that H i and O vi traces the same gas phase.
If H i and O vi originate in the same gas, as suggested
by the low-pressure scenario, why then is their kinematic
alignment not perfect? A possible explanation is the high
sensitivity of the H i to O vi ratio to the gas density. The
right panel of Fig. 6 demonstrates that nH i/nO vi can
change by a factor of ≈ 10 as a result of a relatively mild
change of a factor of two in nH. Given that the path-
length through O vi absorbers spans at least tens of kpc
(eqn. 6), a change of a factor of ∼ 2 in nH across a single
absorber is plausible. In this case the velocity-resolved
NHI(v)/NO vi(v) ratio would change across the absorber,
and the kinematics of the two absorption features would
be correlated, but not fully aligned.
3.5. Other ions
In this section we use the detections and non-detections
of the ‘intermediate ions’ (C iii, Si iii, N v) in the outer
halo to further constrain the two scenarios for O vi.
In the low-pressure scenario, the expected ion columns
relative to O vi can be calculated using photoionization
equilibrium models (PIE models), where the gas is as-
sumed to be in ionization and temperature equilibrium
with the UV background. We use cloudy to calculate
the expected line ratios as a function of gas metallic-
ity and density, assuming as above that the gas is ir-
radiated by the UV background (§3.1). Figure 7 plots
the predicted NC iii/NO vi vs. NHI/NO vi (top-left panel),
NSi iii/NO vi vs. NHI/NO vi (top-right), and NN v/NO vi
vs. NHI/NO vi (bottom-left). Models with the same
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Fig. 7.— Expected absorption line ratios and EB−V in single-density PIE models, in which the gas is in ionization and thermal equilibrium
with the UV background. These models are applicable in the low-pressure O vi scenario for sightlines with R⊥ > RO vi, where the single-
density assumption is plausible. Models with the same metallicity are connected by colored lines according to the legend in the top-left
panel. Every half-decade in nH is marked by a large white square, and noted in the panels. (Top and bottom-left panels) The models
assume solar C/O and Si/O abundance ratios, and an ISM-like N/O noted in the bottom-left panel. Observations of ion columns are
from COS-Halos and J15, where we use black markers to emphasize sightlines with RO vi < R⊥ < Rvir. Single-density PIE models with
10−4.5 . nH . 10−4 cm−3 are consistent with most observations at R⊥ > RO vi, assuming the actual N v columns are not significantly
below the measured upper limits. (Bottom-right panel) The models assume an ISM-like EB−V-to-oxygen ratio (noted in the panel). The
horizontal stripe marks the average EB−V at R⊥ = RO vi measured by MSFR divided by the average observed NO vi = 1014.5 cm−2. The
vertical stripe marks the range of NHI/NO vi observed at R⊥ & RO vi. The observed EB−V/NO vi is also consistent with nH . 10−4 cm−3.
metallicity are connected using a colored line, as noted
in the legend. The carbon and silicon abundances are
scaled with the oxygen abundance, while nitrogen, which
is a secondary nucleosynthesis element (e.g. Henry et al.
2000), is scaled as in H ii regions in the ISM of galaxies
(eqn. 2 in Groves et al. 2006):
10[N/O] = 0.19 + 0.81 · 10[O/H] . (16)
Also plotted in the panels are observations of ion col-
umn ratios in the COS-Halos+J15 sample. We show
only objects in which the relevant intermediate ion has
been observed, and at least one ion in each axis has been
detected. We focus on impact parameters R⊥ > RO vi
(black markers) where the single-density assumption is
plausible. At smaller impact parameters H i, C iii, and
Si iii are potentially dominated by gas on smaller scales
than O vi (see §2.2), in which case multi-density PIE
models are required (e.g. S16). These latter objects are
plotted with gray markers (objects with >1 dex error on
NHI are not shown to avoid clutter).
In the previous sections we deduced a gas density of
nH ∼ 10−4.5 cm−3 and a metallicity of Z & Z/3 for
the O vi-gas in the context of the low-pressure scenario,
based on the O vi-gas mass and pathlength. Fig. 7
demonstrates that these gas parameters are generally
consistent also with the observational constraints on
NHI/NO vi, NC iii/NO vi, NSi iii/NO vi and NN v/NO vi at
impact parameters R⊥ > RO vi. Specifically, in the
C iii panel (top-left) two of the three objects suggest
0.3 < Z/Z < 1 and nH & 10−4.5 cm−3, while the third
object13 suggests a lower metallicity of Z . 0.1 Z and
a lower density of nH ≈ 10−4.8 cm−3. The single de-
13 This object has peculiar O vi kinematics, see below.
13
tection of Si iii suggests nH . 10−4 cm−2 and Z ≈ Z
(top-right), while the upper limits on NSi iii/NO vi in the
remaining objects are also consistent with similar pa-
rameters. In the bottom-left panel, four of the upper
limits on NN v/NO vi are consistent with Z & 0.3 Z
(bottom-left), while two objects require somewhat lower
metallicities. Last, in one object in the sample C iv has
been observed (not shown in the figure). Comparing its
NC iv/NO vi = 0.5 and NHI/NO vi = 9.8 with the PIE
models suggests Z ≈ Z/3 and nH ≈ 10−4.4 cm−3, again
similar to the parameters deduced above.
Fig. 7 also shows that at impact parameters smaller
than RO vi, the observed line ratios of objects with
NHI/NO vi < 10 imply a similar gas density and metallic-
ity as implied by objects with R⊥ > RO vi. However, the
line ratios of objects with NHI/NO vi  10 apparently
imply a gas density larger than 10−4 cm−3. Such a large
density is ruled out for the O vi-gas in the low-pressure
model due to the large implied gas mass (§3.1). As men-
tioned above, in these objects H i, C iii and Si iii are
likely dominated by a gas phase which is closer to the
galaxy and denser than the gas which produces O vi.
The absence of N v detections in these objects (bottom-
left panel) constrains this additional dense phase not to
produce observable quantities of N v. We address this
constraint in the discussion.
To conclude, existing ion columns observations at
R⊥ > RO vi are generally consistent with a low-pressure
scenario for O vi with nH ≈ 10−4.5 cm−3 and Z & Z/3,
though the existing constraints are not very strong. Ad-
ditional observations of the CGM of galaxies at z > 0.2
where C iii is observable with COS can increase the
statistics of this ion. Also, somewhat deeper measure-
ments of N v would be able to verify that N v is indeed
close to the measured upper limits, as implied by the
low-pressure O vi model (bottom-left panel of Fig. 7).
We note that Werk et al. (2016) concluded that the
observed upper limits on NN v/NO vi rule out a pho-
toionization origin for O vi, because the implied path-
lengths assuming PIE are unphysically large. Our anal-
ysis does not reach a similar conclusion. In Appendix
B we list the O vi pathlengths implied by the preferred
PIE model for each object. For all objects except one
(J0914+2823 41 27), the observed upper limits on N v
allow a pathlength smaller than Rvir, typically by a fac-
tor of 2 − 10. That is, the derived pathlengths are con-
sistent with O vi originating in the ambient photoion-
ized medium beyond the shock as suggested by the low
pressure scenario, provided that the actual NN v are not
significantly below the measured upper limits. The dis-
parity in the conclusions is mainly due to the ISM-based
scaling of [N/O] used here (eqn. 16) compared to the
solar [N/O] used by Werk et al. (2016).
In the high-pressure scenario, where T ≈ 105.5 K
and nH ≈ 10−4 cm−3, the cloudy calculations used
in §3.1 give nC2+/nO5+ = 10−4, nSi2+/nO5+ = 10−6,
and nN4+/nO5+ = 0.03. These values are a factor of
1000 too low to explain the two detections of C iii at
R⊥ > RO vi (top-left panel of Fig. 7) and a factor of
104 too low to explain the single detection of Si iii (top-
right panel) at the same impact parameters. Therefore,
the high-pressure scenario requires a multi-phase solu-
tion to explain the observed Si iii and C iii absorption
at R⊥ > RO vi. This conclusion is similar to our conclu-
sion for H i in §3.4, and in contrast with the conclusion
for the low-pressure scenario, where only a single phase
is required at R⊥ > RO vi.
3.6. Differential extinction
What is the expected EB−V in each of the two scenarios
discussed above? In the low-pressure scenario, the hot
gas phase does not extend beyond R ∼ 0.5Rvir, so the
O vi-gas is the dominant gas phase in the outer halo. We
hence expect dust embedded in the O vi-gas to dominate
the extinction in the outer halo. We can estimate the
expected EB−V from the O vi-gas by assuming the dust-
to-oxygen ratio in the CGM is similar to that seen in the
diffuse ISM of the Milky-Way (MW). Using EB−V/NH =
1.7 · 10−22 mag cm2 (Bohlin et al. 1978; Rachford et al.
2009) and an oxygen abundance relative to hydrogen of
3.19 · 10−4 (Meyer et al. 1998) we get
EB−V
NO
∣∣∣∣
CGM
= D
EB−V
NO
∣∣∣∣
ISM
= 5.3× 10−19Dmag cm2
(17)
where NO is the oxygen column, and the factor D repre-
sents any differences between EB−V/NO in the CGM and
in the MW ISM. Since the dust-to-oxygen ratio in the
ISM of local galaxies appears to be independent of ISM
metallicity at ZISM & 0.2 Z and shows a relatively small
factor of ∼ 2 dispersion between individual galaxies (Issa
et al. 1990; Draine et al. 2007; Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2014),
we expect D ≈ 1 in the simplest scenario where grains
and metals are coupled when ejected from the ISM, and
the grains do not experience further growth or destruc-
tion in the CGM.
To derive the expected ratio of EB−V to NO vi, we
divide eqn. (17) by fO vi:
EB−V
NO vi
=
EB−V
fO viNO
= 2.7×10−18
(
fO vi
0.2
)−1
Dmag cm2 .
(18)
We calculate fO vi using the PIE models presented in
the previous section, and plot the implied EB−V/NO vi
as a function of nH and Z in the bottom-right panel
of Fig. 7. A value of D = 1 is assumed. The panel
shows that the models reach a minimum EB−V/NO vi =
2 · 10−18 mag cm2 at nH = 10−4.5 cm−3, which is the gas
density where fO vi peaks. For comparison, the hori-
zontal hatched stripe marks the EB−V measurement at
R⊥ = RO vi ≈ 110 kpc from MSFR (calculated from
their eqn. 28 at the mean redshift of the MSFR sam-
ple), divided by the average NO vi = 10
14.5 cm−2. The
observed range of NHI/NO vi at R⊥ & RO vi (Fig. 2) is
shown as a vertical hatched stripe. Fig. 7 demonstrates
that PIE models with 0.5 < nH < 1 · 10−4 cm−2 and
0.3 < Z/Z < 1 reproduce the observed EB−V/NO vi.
These parameters are similar to the parameters deduced
above based on the O vi-gas mass, O vi-gas pathlength,
and ion column ratios.
Calculating the expected EB−V in the high-pressure
O vi scenario is less straightforward than in the low-
pressure scenario, due to the possible contribution to
EB−V from dust embedded in the unconstrained hot
phase, and due to grain sputtering by this hot phase.
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Fig. 8.— Line width versus column density for O vi absorption
features. Black lines plot the expected relation for gravitational
broadening of O vi absorbers, for different assumed volume den-
sities of the O5+ ion as noted in the figure. The equation for
gravitational broadening is noted in the lower-right and discussed
in §3.7. Solid lines assume an O vi-gas temperature of 104.5 K
(thermal equilibrium with the UV background), while dotted lines
assume T = 105.5 K (collisionally ionized O vi). Errorbars plot
the observed values in the COS-Halos+J15 sample. The observed
relation between bO vi and NO vi is consistent with gravitational
broadening of the O vi-gas if 10−9 . nO vi . 10−8.5 cm−3. These
values of nO vi are expected in both the high-pressure and low-
pressure scenarios (see eqns. 10 and 14).
Sputtering occurs on a timescale of (Draine 2011)
tsput = 3.3
a
0.05µm
( nH
10−4.5 cm−3
)−1(1 + T−36
2
)
Gyr ,
(19)
where a is the grain size, and T ≡ 106T6 K. The normal-
ization of a is the maximum grain size which can pro-
duce the differential extinction between the SDSS-u band
and SDSS-g band observed by MSFR (≈ 4000A˚/(1 +
zMSFR)/2pi = 0.05µm, where zMSFR = 0.36 is the me-
dian redshift in the MSFR sample). The timescale in
eqn. (19) may be lower than the Hubble time, in which
case the factor D in eqn. (18) would be lower than
unity. Furthermore, this sputtering by the hot phase at
∼ 100 kpc is on top of any sputtering that the dust expe-
rienced on its way out of the galaxy, an effect which could
also be relevant to the low-pressure scenario. McKinnon
et al. (2016, 2017) included the effect of sputtering on the
grains in the galaxy formation model of Vogelsberger et
al. (2013). They found that the simulation underpredicts
the dust mass deduced by MSFR at R = RO vi = 110 kpc
by a factor of ten (see figure 3 in McKinnon et al. 2017).
3.7. O vi line widths
The pathlength lO vi we derive for the O vi-gas spans
at least tens of kpc in both scenarios (right panel of
Fig. 3), which is a significant fraction of the halo size.
Hence, if the absorber kinematics are dominated by bulk
motions, we expect a significant velocity shear within
the absorbers. This shear is expected to broaden the
observed absorption profile, and therefore can be tested
against observations. In the limit of coherent ballistic
gas motions, we expect this broadening to be of order
bnt
lO vi
∼ dvlos
ds
∼
√
GMhalo(< R)
R3
(20)
where bnt is the non-thermal broadening component of
the absorption profile, and dvlos/ds is the velocity gra-
dient along the line of sight. Eqn. (20) states that the
ratio of the total velocity shear across the absorber to the
absorber pathlength should roughly equal the reciprocal
of the dynamical time.
Since lO vi = NO vi/nO vi, equation (20) can be con-
verted to a relation between O vi column NO vi and O vi
line width bO vi:
bnt(O vi) = g
√
GMhalo(< R)
R3
· NO vi
nO vi
= g
√
4pi∆cρcG
3
(
R
Rvir
)−1.15
· NO vi
nO vi
(21)
where we introduced the order-unity geometric factor
g to account for projection effects, possible differences
between bO vi/lO vi and dvlos/ds, and for the inaccu-
racy of approximating the broadened absorption pro-
file as a Gaussian. In the second equality in eqn. (21)
we approximate the NFW halo mass as Mhalo(< R) =
(4pi∆cρcR
3
vir/3) · (R/Rvir)0.7, which is accurate to 10%
at 0.3 < R/Rvir < 2 for a concentration parameter of
10. Plugging in eqn. (21) the characteristic radius of an
O vi absorber of R = RO vi = 0.6Rvir (eqn. 3), and using
∆cρc appropriate for z = 0.2 we get
bnt(O vi) = 34 g
(
NO vi
1014.5 cm−2
)
·
·
(
nO vi(0.6Rvir)
10−8.5 cm−3
)−1(
R
0.6Rvir
)β−1.15
km s−1 ,
(22)
where we define β such that nO vi ∝ (R/Rvir)−β . Since β
is plausibly in the range 1−3, eqn. (22) suggests that bnt
scales as ∼ R0 − R1.85. Hence, the factor of ∼ 2 disper-
sion of the O vi-gas in physical radius (lower-left panel
of Fig. 1) introduces only a modest factor of . 3 disper-
sion in the expected bnt vs. NO vi relation. Note that the
a broadening of 34 km s−1 as suggested by eqn. (22) is
detectable with COS, which has a spectral resolution of
bres ≈ FWHMres/1.66 = 11 km s−1.
Our assumption of ballistic motions essentially as-
sumes an O vi-gas temperature which is  Tvir, a con-
dition which may not hold in the high-pressure O vi sce-
nario where T ≈ 105.5 K. Also, the derivation above ne-
glects possible drag on the gas, which may be significant
especially in the high-pressure scenario where the O vi
gas is embedded in a relatively dense medium. Both ef-
fects will decrease bnt relative to the estimate in eqn. (22).
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higher. Note that PIE models with δbaryon ≈ δDM and Z & 1/3 are consistent with all considered constraints to within a factor of two,
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To compare eqn. (22) with observations we calculate
the total line broadening of
bO vi =
√
b2nt(NO vi, nO vi) + b
2
th(T ) + b
2
res (23)
where bth = 5.7 (T/10
4.5 K)1/2 km s−1 is the thermal
broadening. Figure 8 plots eqn. (23) for nO vi(RO vi)
in the range 10−9.5 − 10−8 cm−3, using eqn. (22) for bnt
with g = 1 and R = RO vi. We show the relation for
both T = 104.5 K (solid lines) and T = 105.5 K (dotted
lines), corresponding to the two scenarios for O vi.
The observed values in the COS-Halos+J15 sample are
plotted as errorbars in Fig. 8. Most objects are consistent
with the predicted relation for values of 10−9 . nO vi .
10−8.5 cm−3, as expected in both the high-pressure and
low-pressure scenarios (eqns. 10 and 14). Deriving nO vi
from the observed NO vi and bO vi and from eqns. (22)–
(23) we get a 16–84 percentile range of 1.2 < nO vi <
3.3 · 10−9 cm−3 for T = 104.5 K and a similar range for
T = 105.5 K. This success of eqn. (22) in reproducing
the observations supports both our estimate of nO vi and
the assumption that the kinematics of the O vi-gas are
dominated by bulk motions.
The absorber around the galaxy 04:07:50.57-12:12:24.0
from J15 has NO vi = 10
13.6 cm−2 and bO vi = 60 km s−1,
which suggests nO vi ≈ 10−9.6 cm−3, a factor of 5 − 15
lower than most other objects. This low nO vi is con-
sistent with the low NC iii/NO vi < 0.015 in this object
(see top-left panel of Fig. 7), which suggests a relatively
low nH < 10
−4.8 cm−2 and Z . 0.1 Z in the context
of the low-pressure model. We suspect this absorber
originates from gas at distances significantly larger than
RO vi, where the characteristic densities are likely lower.
Our explanation of the observed NO vi vs. bO vi relation
using the velocity shear expected in gas dominated by
bulk motions is qualitatively different from the explana-
tion proposed by Heckman et al. (2002), who argued that
this relation is a general property of radiatively cooling
gas. Specifically, the broadening mechanism discussed
here is relevant to any gas which kinematics is dominated
by gravity, and hence is potentially consistent with both
the high-pressure and low-pressure scenarios. In con-
trast, the Heckman et al. mechanism is applicable only
in the high-pressure scenario where O vi is out of ther-
mal equilibrium and hence radiatively cooling. We will
further explore the gravitational broadening mechanism
in future work.
3.8. Summary of low-pressure O vi scenario
Figure 9 summarizes the observational constraints on
the single-density PIE models, which are applicable in
the low-pressure O vi scenario for sightlines through the
outer halo. The regions in nH − Z space allowed given
16
the maximum pathlength and O vi-gas mass are marked
by black and light grey lines with upward-pointing ar-
rows. The locus of models suggested by the median
observed NHI/NO vi and NC iii/NO vi column ratios at
R⊥ > RO vi are marked by blue and cyan solid lines,
respectively, surrounded by same-color stripes to de-
note the 16th–84th percentiles of the observed column
ratios. The parameter space region allowed by the me-
dian upper limits on NN v/NO vi and NSi iii/NO vi are
marked with dark gray lines and arrows. Models that
give 1.2 < nO vi < 3.3 · 10−9 cm−3, as suggested by the
observed NO vi − bO vi relation and gravitational broad-
ening (eqn. 22, assuming g = 1) are marked with a green
line and stripe. Models that reproduce the observed
EB−V/NO vi at R⊥ = RO vi (based on eqn. 18, assum-
ing D = 1) are marked with a red line and stripe. Note
that there are two distinct densities that produce the ob-
served EB−V/NO vi, because the predicted ratio depends
on fO vi which has the same value at nH = 10
−4.2 cm−3
and nH = 10
−5.3 cm−3. The yellow horizontal line and
stripe mark the median and dispersion in metallicities
derived by S16 by modelling all ions observed in COS-
Halos with multi-density PIE models.
The dotted polygon in Fig. 9 marks the range of
PIE models which satisfy all constraints except the con-
straint based on the observed EB−V/NO vi. The factor
of ∼ 2 higher densities suggested by the EB−V/NO vi ra-
tio compared to other constraints may reflect the fact
that EB−V is derived from a different sample (MSFR)
than the sample used to derive the other constraints
(COS-Halos+J15), or alternatively may suggest that the
parameter D defined in eqn. (17), which reflects differ-
ences between EB−V/NO in the MW ISM and the CGM,
has a value of ≈ 2. In general, the fact the all observa-
tional constraints are consistent to a factor of two with
nH ≈ 0.5 × 10−4 cm−3 and 1/3 < Z/Z < 1, provides
observational support to the low-pressure O vi scenario.
Moreover, the preferred density suggests a baryon over-
density within a factor of two of the dark matter over-
density at R = RO vi (top x-axis), which is plausible for
gas outside the accretion shock.
4. DISCUSSION
In the previous section, we analyzed constraints on the
physical properties of halo gas traced by O vi. In con-
trast to the common assumption that O vi around ∼L∗
galaxies is mostly collisionally ionized, we demonstrated
that a low-pressure scenario in which O vi is in ionization
and thermal equilibrium with the cosmic UV background
can explain the observables that we considered. Specifi-
cally, we showed that cool gas with nH ≈ 10−4.5 cm−3
and Z/Z ∼ 0.3 − 1 can simultaneously explain the
ionic column ratios at R & 0.5Rvir, the relation between
NO vi and bO vi, and the observed EB−V to a factor of
two. This scenario also has the advantage of invoking
an equilibrium phase to explain the ubiquitous O vi ab-
sorption, rather than the rapidly cooling phase invoked
by the high-pressure O vi scenario (Fig. 5). In this sec-
tion we further explore the properties of this low-pressure
O vi scenario. Some comments on the high pressure sce-
nario, which has been addressed by other studies (e.g.
Faerman et al. 2017; McQuinn & Werk 2017; Mathews
& Prochaska 2017), are given in the last subsection.
4.1. The location of the accretion shock
In the low-pressure scenario, O vi traces gas with pres-
sure ≈ 1 cm−3 K (eqn. 15) at a distance of ≈ RO vi =
0.6Rvir (eqn. 3). In comparison, photoionization model-
ing of low-ions and H i-columns of & 1016 cm−2 observed
at R . 0.5Rvir suggest gas pressures of nHT ≈ 20 cm−3 K
(§3.3.2). This difference suggests a very steep depen-
dence of pressure on distance (nHT ∼ R−7), which indi-
cates the presence of a shock at Rshock ≈ 0.5Rvir. The
low pressure scenario therefore implies that the accre-
tion shock is located well within Rvir. Which physical
conditions would place a shock at this radius?
If the cooling time of virially-shocked heated gas is
short compared to the dynamical time, than the virial
shock would be unstable (e.g. Birnboim & Dekel 2003).
In this regime, the accreting gas would potentially shock
when it converges against an outflow from the galaxy,
and hence the properties of the shock would depend on
the properties of galaxy outflows. This effect was demon-
strated by Fielding et al. (2017), who calculated the phys-
ical conditions in the CGM using idealized hydrodynamic
simulations including galaxy outflows. They identified a
threshold halo mass of Mthres ∼ 1011.5 M for their as-
sumed CGM metallicity of Z/3, below which the virial
shock is unstable and the location of the shock depends
on outflow parameters. Specifically, they demonstrated
that below this mass threshold the shock can occur at
a radius significantly less than Rvir (see their fig. 2), as
suggested for the shock in the low-pressure scenario dis-
cussed here.
Can the halo masses of blue ∼L∗ galaxies be below
the threshold mass Mthres for a stable virial shock? The
median Mhalo = 6 · 1011 M deduced above for the COS-
Halos+J15 sample is above the threshold predicted by
Fielding et al. (2017) for Z = Z/3, though not by a
large factor. Hence, the conclusion on virial shock sta-
bility around ∼L∗ galaxies may depend on CGM param-
eters. To gain analytic insight on how Mthres scales with
CGM parameters, we follow the analytic derivation of
Mthres in Dekel & Birnboim (2006), which deduced that
tcool(Mthres, Rs) = A× Rs
vinf(Mthres, Rs)
, (24)
where tcool is the cooling time, Rs is the shock radius,
and vinf is the infall velocity. The dimensionless pre-
factor A depends on the shock velocity relative to the
inflow velocity, and has a value of ≈ 6 for a shock velocity
which is vinf . The cooling time is equal to (see eqn. 12)
tcool =
2.2 · 32kTh
nH, hΛ(nH, h, Th, Z)
, (25)
where nH, h and Th are the density and temperature of
the hot post-shock gas. For Th ∼ Tvir ≈ 5 · 105 K, Z ∼
Z/3, and nH, h ∼ 10−4 cm−3, the cooling time scales as
tcool ∝ Z−0.8n−1.1H, h T 1.5h , (26)
where we derive these scalings using the cloudy calcu-
lation of Λ mentioned above. Now, using the scalings
Th ∝M2/3halo
(
vinf
vvir
)2
,
Rs
vinf
∝ Rs/Rvir
vinf/vvir
(27)
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in equations (24) and (26), we get a threshold mass that
scales as
Mthres ∝ Z0.8n1.1H,hot
(
vinf
vvir
)−4
Rs
Rvir
. (28)
Equation (28) demonstrates that at a given Rs/Rvir, the
threshold mass for a stable virial shock depends roughly
linearly on CGM metallicity and post-shock gas density,
and to the fourth power on the ratio of the inflow velocity
to vvir. We now discuss how these scalings affect the
threshold halo mass relevant to blue ∼L∗ galaxies.
4.1.1. What is the CGM metallicity?
Our analysis above of the O vi metallicity suggests
Z/Z ∼ 0.3 − 1 (Fig. 9). Photoionization modeling
which includes the low-ions suggests either a median
Z ≈ 0.6 Z with a dispersion of 0.3 dex, or a median
Z ≈ 0.3 Z with a larger dispersion of 1 dex, depending
on the modelling method (§3.2). Hence, if the actual
CGM metallicity is at the high end of the range deduced
from absorption features, the analysis of Fielding et al.
(2017) for Z = Z/3 may underestimate the threshold
mass, and the virial shock in 6 · 1011 M halos could be
unstable. However, if the CGM has a range of metallici-
ties, absorption features will generally be skewed towards
the high metallicity phases. This bias holds for both the
metal absorption lines and the H i absorption, since low-
metallicity gas cools less efficiently, and hence will have a
lower H i fraction due to its higher temperature. There-
fore, based on absorption features alone one cannot rule
out the existence of low-metallicity gas which has not
been detected. Since such low-metallicity gas would de-
crease Mthres below the halo masses of ∼L∗ galaxies, the
low-pressure scenario suggests that this phase is indeed
absent, rather than that is has merely avoided detection.
Enriching a CGM with mass 1011 M (the baryon bud-
get of a 6 · 1011 M halo) to e.g. Z = Z/2 requires
≈ 109 M of metals. This metal mass is comparable to
estimates of the total metal mass produced by the cen-
tral galaxy, of which only 10 − 40% are observed in the
galaxy itself (Peeples et al. 2014). It is hence possible
that most of the metals produced by the galaxy reside
in the CGM, and therefore that most of the CGM is
enriched to ≈ Z/2, similar to the metallicity deduced
for CGM absorbers. Such a high level of enrichment is
also consistent with phenomenological models of the hot
CGM gas around the Milky-Way based on O vii and
O viii emission and absorption features (Miller & Breg-
man 2013, 2015; Miller et al. 2016; Faerman et al. 2017),
though additional modelling is required to test whether
such models are consistent with an accretion shock at
≈ 0.5Rvir. Also, such a highly-enriched CGM may cool
and increase the SFR above observed values. Additional
modeling is required to determine whether such a highly
enriched CGM is consistent with constraints on galaxy
evolution.
4.1.2. How does the inflow velocity compare to vvir?
Equation. (28) demonstrates that Mthres is highly sen-
sitive to the velocity of the supersonic IGM inflows. At a
given halo mass and distance from the galaxy, the inflow
velocity depends on the shape of the gravitational poten-
tial (which is sensitive to the distribution of neighboring
halos), on the inflow trajectory within the gravitational
potential, and on whether the potential energy of the
flows has been converted into kinetic energy, or rather
radiated away by small shocks within the flow which
subsequently cool. The velocity of intergalactic inflows
is a subject of active research, albeit mainly at z & 2
(Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2010; Rosdahl & Blaizot 2012;
Wetzel & Nagai 2015; Goerdt & Ceverino 2015; Nelson
et al. 2016; Mandelker et al. 2016). The exact deduced in-
flow velocities can depend on the numerical method used.
Moreover, the low-redshift metal-enriched inflows envi-
sioned have properties different from the high-redshift
cosmological inflows that have been the focus of most
simulation analyses. Given the strong dependence of
Mthres on vinf , the uncertainty in vinf can strongly af-
fect the stability of virial shocks around low redshift ∼L∗
galaxies.
4.2. The origin of the flow traced by O vi in the
low-pressure scenario
In the low-pressure scenario the O vi gas is too cool
to be supported by thermal pressure, and is located out-
side the accretion shock. Since gas outside the accre-
tion shock is expected to be predominantly inflowing, the
O vi gas most likely traces pre-shock infall. The charac-
teristic radial velocity of this inflow vr can be estimated
from the velocity centroids of the O vi absorption pro-
files, which are typically offset by ≈ 100 km s−1 from the
galaxy velocity (see Werk et al. 2016). In the limit that
the velocity field is purely radial and that all the O vi
gas resides at R ∼ RO vi = 0.6Rvir, we expect vr to equal
vr ≈ |vlos|√
1−
(
R⊥
0.6Rvir
)2 , (29)
where vlos is the observed velocity centroid relative to the
galaxy velocity. Using the component fit to the O vi ab-
sorption features from Werk et al. (2013), and weighting
each component by its NO vi, we derive an O vi-weighted
average of |vr| = 91 km s−1. Assuming instead vr ∼ |vlos|
gives a similar vr = 84 km s
−1, since most of the O vi
absorption in the sample is observed at R2⊥  (0.6Rvir)2.
The derived |vr| ≈ 100 km s−1 implies a mass inflow
rate of
M˙in∼M
(O vi)
gas vr
∆RO vi
=
[
0.006
(
fO viZ
Z
)−1
MO vi
]
vr
0.4Rvir
= 5.4 v100
(
Z
1
3 Z
)−1(
fO vi
0.2
)−1
M yr−1 , (30)
where |vr| ≡ 100 v100 km s−1, ∆RO vi ≈ 0.4Rvir is the
16− 84 percentile radius range of the O vi-gas (Fig. 1),
the oxygen mass fraction is 0.006(Z/Z), and in the last
equality we use Rvir = 190 kpc and MO vi = 1.8 · 106 M
deduced for the median halo mass in the COS-Halos+J15
sample (§2.1). This mass flow rate is similar to the mean
SFR of 4.2 M/ yr in the galaxies of the sample. This
quantitative correspondence between the deduced Min
in the outer halo and the SFR may suggest that they are
physically connected, i.e. that the inflow traced by O vi
supplies the necessary fuel for star formation in steady
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state where M˙in ∼ SFR. This connection is further sup-
ported by the absence of the O vi-flow around red galax-
ies (Tumlinson et al. 2011, see further discussion below).
If O vi traces pre-shock infall then we expect its ram
pressure to be comparable to the thermal pressure of
the post-shock gas14. We can calculate the ram pressure
Pram of the O vi-gas by averaging the mass flow rate
calculated in eqn. (30) over the surface area of the shock:
Pram
k
=
M˙invr
4piR2sk
=
22 v2100
(
Z
1
3 Z
)−1(
fO vi
0.2
)−1(
Rs
90 kpc
)−2
cm−3 K .
(31)
where we assumed a shock radius of Rs ≈ 0.5Rvir ≈
90 kpc, as deduced in §3.3.2. The thermal pressure of the
gas within the shock can be estimated from the low-ion
clouds observed at R . Rs, which are plausibly pressure
confined by the hot ambient medium within the shock.
Photoionization modelling of these clouds suggests nH ≈
2 · 10−3 cm−3 (§3.3.2), which implies a thermal pressure
of P/k ≈ 2.2nHT ≈ 40 cm−3 K, within a factor of two
of the value in eqn. (31). As both derived pressures are
uncertain to a factor of at least two, this similarity is
consistent with the ram pressure of the O vi gas being
equal to the thermal pressure of the gas within the shock,
and hence supports the assumption that the O vi-gas is
pre-shocked infall.
On the other hand, the deduced inflow velocities of
vr ≈ 100 km s−1 are significantly lower than the veloci-
ties of ≈ 175 km s−1 expected for gas at RO vi = 0.6Rvir
which had free-falled from 2Rvir – the ‘turnaround ra-
dius’ of the spherical collapse model for cosmological
structure formation. This indicates that, for the pre-
shock infall interpretation to be consistent with the ob-
served O vi velocities, either the inflows are radiating
away a large fraction of their potential energy during in-
fall, or alternatively that the spherical collapse model is
not an accurate approximation of inflow trajectories.
The inflow interpretation for O vi implies that the re-
gion around galaxies is enriched to the deduced Z &
0.3 Z of the O vi gas. Such a level of enrichment could
have thus far eluded detection, since the cool gas be-
yond Rvir would be highly ionized due to its low den-
sity of . 10−5 cm−2. This high ionization level implies
that the gas enrichment would be evident only in absorp-
tion features such as O vii, O viii and Ne viii, which are
relatively hard to detect (see next section). The origin
of this enrichment may be in outflows in a past epoch
when the SFR densities were larger and the halo poten-
tial wells of galaxies were shallower. Cosmological sim-
ulations have also found that O vi absorbers originate
in such ‘ancient outflows’, although with different physi-
cal properties suggesting collisionally ionized O vi (e.g.,
Ford et al. 2016 and Oppenheimer et al. 2016).
4.3. Predictions
14 As this discussion applies to the regime where the virial shock
is unstable (§4.1), the temperature and other properties of the post-
shock gas depend on the properties of galaxy feedback (e.g. Fielding
et al. 2017). In future work we will further explore the properties
of the accretion shock in the context of the low-pressure scenario.
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Fig. 10.— Predictions of the two scenarios discussed in this work
for EUV absorption lines. (Top) Blue lines plot the predicted
NO iv/NO iii in the low-pressure scenario, as a function of the shock
radius and mass inflow rate (noted in M yr−1). The calculation
assumes a constant inflow velocity of 100 km s−1 and ionization
by the UV background at z = 0.2. The low-pressure scenario
predicts an abrupt change in NO iv/NO iii and other line ratios
at the shock radius, due to the pressure jump across the shock.
This feature is potentially detectable as a bimodality in the line
ratios distributions. (Bottom) The predicted NNe viii/NO vi in
both scenarios. In the low-pressure scenario (blue) the ionization
level of the gas increases outward beyond the shock radius. In the
high-pressure scenario (red horizontal lines, based on MQW17),
NNe viii/NO vi is mainly determined by the maximum temperature
of the cooling flow, as noted in the figure. Note that column ratios
of NNe viii/NO vi ≈ 0.1, which are expected in the low-pressure
scenario at & 0.5Rvir, are expected only for a narrow range in
Tmax in the high-pressure scenario.
How can we test the low-pressure O vi scenario with
additional observations? In this section we first discuss
potential observables of the accretion shock itself, and
then discuss observables of low-pressure gas beyond the
shock.
4.3.1. The accretion shock
As mentioned in §3.3.2, photoionization modeling of
cool gas immediately inside the inferred shock radius
suggests nH ≈ 2 · 10−3 cm−3, significantly higher than
the nH . 5 · 10−5 cm−3 deduced for the O vi-gas out-
side the shock radius (Fig. 9). The low-pressure O vi
scenario hence implies that cool gas with intermediate
densities of 10−4 . nH . 10−3 cm−3 is ‘missing’, due to
the discontinuous pressure profile across the shock. A
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gap in gas densities is expected to be evident as a bi-
modality in line ratios at sightlines with R⊥ ∼ Rshock,
corresponding to lines of sight which cross immediately
within or immediately outside the shock radius. An ex-
ample of this predicted gap is shown in the top panel
of Figure 10, where we plot the expected NO iv/NO iii
in the low-pressure model as a function of impact pa-
rameter. The predicted line ratios are calculated using
a simple constant-velocity inflow model, where the in-
flow is in thermal and ionization equilibrium with the
UV background. We assume a constant mass inflow rate
(i.e. nH ∝ R−2) in the range M˙in = 3 − 10 M/ yr, and
a volume filling factor of 1/3 outside the shock radius.
For M˙in = 5 M/ yr, these parameters reproduce the de-
duced gas density of nH = 10
−4.5 cm−3 at R = RO vi.
Changing the assumed volume filling factor has the same
effect on the line ratios as changing the assumed M˙in. At
the shock radius we assume isothermal shock conditions
(e.g. Lamers & Cassinelli 1999), which implies that the
cool gas pressure and density increase by a factor ofM 2
(M is the Mach number) at the shock, while the volume
filling factor decreases by the same factor. Such con-
ditions are expected in the low-pressure scenario where
the cooling time of the post-shocked gas is short. The
ion fractions at each distance are then calculated with
cloudy, and summed along the line of sight to produce
the predicted column ratios at a given impact parame-
ter. We neglect absorption due to collisionally-ionized
gas cooling from the hot phase within the shock radius,
and due to galaxy outflows. In future work we will test
the predictions plotted in Fig. 10 using full hydrody-
namic models.
The top panel of Fig. 10 shows that the line ratios
differ by a factor of 3−30 immediately inside and imme-
diately outside the shock. A direct detection of this gap
in line ratios, independent of any photoionization model-
ing, would provide support to the low-pressure model in
which the accretion shock is at R . 0.5Rvir. Moreover,
in all plotted models NO iv/NO iii > 3 outside the shock
radius and NO iv/NO iii < 1 inside the shock radius, sug-
gesting that a gap in line ratios may be detectable even
in the likely presence of variance in inflow rate and ac-
cretion shock radius.
A bi-modality in line ratios would be best detectable
with transitions of abundant ions that are expected to
be produced in observable quantities both outside and
inside the shock. For the flow parameters estimated for
the COS-Halos sample, these include the ‘intermediate
ions’ O iv λ788, O iii λ833, C iii λ977, Si iii λ1206, and
C iv λ1550, and also the H i Lyman-series. Is this ex-
pected bi-modality observed in the COS-Halos+J15 sam-
ple? In sightlines with 0.3Rvir < R⊥ < 0.5Rvir, six
objects have a column ratio of NSi iii/NO vi ≈ 0.02 (in-
cluding one upper limit and one lower limit), while the
other five objects have a column ratio of NSi iii/NO vi =
0.05−0.2, four of which are lower limits (seeNSi iii plotted
in Appendix A). There hence may be a gap in interme-
diate values of NSi iii/NO vi = 0.02 − 0.05, as expected
in the above inflow models, though the sample size is
not large enough to test its significance. The column ra-
tio NC iii/NO vi is measurable in only four objects with
0.3 < R⊥/Rvir < 0.5 in the sample, in all of which C iii
is saturated. We advocate for additional observations of
C iii (observable with COS at z > 0.2), C iv, Si iii, O iii
(z > 0.4), and O iv (z > 0.5), to test this prediction.
A bi-modality may also be detectable in H i absorption
features, since the density discontinuity across the shock
implies that the H i fraction is also discontinuous. Obser-
vations of Lyζ (observable at z > 0.25) and higher-series
Lyman lines which are not saturated at the characteristic
H i columns of 1016 cm−2 near 0.5Rvir (Fig. 2) would al-
low to detect or rule out such a bi-modality. We note that
galaxy-selected samples with a relatively small range in
Mstar and z (such as COS-Halos) are required to detect
the bi-modality, since these parameters will affect M˙in
and the predicted column ratios, and hence the expected
‘missing’ gas density.
The expected bi-modality in line ratios at R⊥ ∼ Rshock
is a general prediction of the pressure jump across the ac-
cretion shock, regardless of the distance of the shock from
the galaxy. Thus, a bi-modality in line ratios may be ex-
pected also in the high-pressure O vi scenario, albeit at
larger impact parameters of & Rvir.
The ‘missing’ gas densities of 10−4 . nH . 10−3 cm−3
in the low-pressure scenario could also explain the
paucity of N v detections in the COS-Halos sample (see
bottom-left panel in Fig. 7), since in photoionization
equilibrium conditions the N v/N fraction is significant
only at these missing densities (see figure 1 in S16). This
explanation for the lack of N v differs from the model
of Bordoloi et al. (2017), in which high ions including
O vi and N v originate in radiatively cooling collision-
ally ionized gas, and the paucity of N v is a result of
the short cooling time of gas at temperatures in which
N v/N peaks.
An accretion shock at R = 0.5Rvir also implies that
observables of the hot phase, such as X-ray emission, X-
ray absorption of O vii and O viii lines, and the thermal
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect (see §2.4), should exhibit drops
in emission / absorption beyond impact parameters of
≈ 0.5Rvir. Additional modeling of the hot phase within
the shock radius is required to estimate the expected
signal.
4.3.2. Beyond the accretion shock
In gas photoionized by the UV background, the ion-
ization level scales as n−1H , so ionization is expected to
increase outwards. This property predicts that column
ratios of high-ionization lines such as NNe viii/NO vi and
NO vi/NO v, which are sensitive to the gas ionization level
outside the shock, should increase with increasing im-
pact parameter. The bottom panel of Fig. 10 plots the
predicted NNe viii/NO vi in the inflow models discussed
above (blue lines). We plot the predicted line ratios only
outside the assumed shock radius of 0.5Rvir, since within
the shock radius these ions are not produced in the cool
phase due to its relatively high density, but might be
produced via collisional ionization in the hot phase.
For comparison, we also plot in the bottom panel
the expected NNe viii/NO vi in the high-pressure scenario
where O vi traces collisionally-ionized gas in a cooling
flow (red horizontal lines). For isobaric cooling, the
predicted line ratio in this scenario depends mainly on
the maximum temperature of the cooling flow Tmax (see
MQW17 and Bordoloi et al. 2017). The plotted ratios
are based on the calculation described in MQW17 for the
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characteristic gas pressure of nHT = 30 cm
−3 K derived
above (M. McQuinn, private communication). Note that
ratios of NNe viii/NO vi ≈ 0.1, which are expected in the
low-P scenario at & 0.5Rvir, are expected only for a nar-
row range in Tmax in the high-P scenario. Also note that
if Tmax decreases outwards as expected in the CGM, the
expected trend of NNe viii/NO vi with impact parameter
in the high-pressure scenario is opposite to the expected
trend in the low-pressure scenario. However, at suffi-
ciently large distances the densities would be low enough
such that photoionization will become important even in
the high-pressure scenario, which might reverse the trend
of NNe viii/NO vi vs. R⊥. Additional modeling is required
to check whether the trend of NNe viii/NO vi vs. R⊥ can
be used to discriminate between the two scenarios.
4.4. Red galaxies
Tumlinson et al. (2011) demonstrated that sightlines
around red ∼L∗ galaxies do not exhibit the strong and
ubiquitous O vi absorption observed around blue galax-
ies at similar luminosity and redshift. What is the source
of this difference in the context of the low pressure O vi
scenario? Possibly, the accretion shock is further out
in the halos of red galaxies compared to the halos of
blue galaxies. If the shock around red galaxies is beyond
Rvir, then the implied high pressures in the outer halo
would suppress the low-pressure phase which gives rise to
strong O vi in the low-pressure scenario. Photoionized
O vi would then only be produced beyond the shock,
where the lower densities and gas columns would create
weaker O vi absorption.
Why would red galaxies have an accretion shock fur-
ther out than blue galaxies? Red galaxies in the COS-
Halos sample are somewhat more massive than blue
galaxies in the sample (Tumlinson et al. 2011; Oppen-
heimer et al. 2016), which suggests a larger halo mass. A
larger halo mass implies that it is more likely to be above
the threshold mass for a stable virial shock, in which
case the shock is expected to be at & Rvir. In addition,
the halos of red galaxies may be subject to stronger and
more effective feedback from supermassive black holes
(e.g., Suresh et al. 2017; Mathews & Prochaska 2017),
since their central black holes are more than order of
magnitude more massive (e.g. Reines & Volonteri 2015).
Since in halos with an unstable virial shock the location
of the accretion shock depends on feedback parameters
(e.g. Fielding et al. 2017), stronger feedback in red galax-
ies may drive the accretion shock outward relative to blue
galaxies, even for the same halo mass. We note that the
effects of quasar feedback on surrounding gas can also
be constrained directly from observations (e.g., Liu et al.
2013; Stern et al. 2016b).
4.5. Dwarf galaxies
Johnson et al. (2017) detected O vi absorption in the
CGM of z ∼ 0.2 star-forming dwarf galaxies withMstar =
108−109 M. They find an NO vi vs. R⊥ relation similar
in shape to the relation around ∼L∗ galaxies shown in
Fig. 1, with a drop in the O vi detection rate at impact
parameters beyond Rvir. This drop indicates that the
O vi gas resides at physical distances . Rvir, similar to
O vi around ∼L∗ galaxies.
The low halo masses of the dwarf galaxies in the John-
son et al. (2017) sample (. 1011Mhalo) suggest they are
below the threshold for a stable virial shock. It is hence
likely that in these galaxies the accretion shock is also
at < 0.5Rvir, as inferred for ∼L∗ galaxies in the low-
pressure scenario. Is this scenario consistent with the
NO vi profile observed by Johnson et al.? We showed
above that O vi around ∼L∗ galaxies is observed at a dis-
tance with an overdensity of δ ∼ 200, where fO vi peaks
in gas photoionized by the UV background. Since the
overdensity is roughly independent of Mhalo at a given
R/Rvir, we expect fO vi to peak at the same R/Rvir also
in the halos of dwarf galaxies, consistent with the simi-
lar shapes of the NO vi vs. R⊥/Rvir relations in the two
samples.
4.6. Comparison with Stern et al. (2016a)
S16 modeled the observed ion columns in COS-Halos
with multi-density PIE models, under two assumptions:
(1) that different galaxy halos in the COS-Halos sample
have a similar relation between gas density and gas col-
umn, and (2) that dense gas which produces low ions and
large H i columns is located within low-density gas which
produces higher ionization ions and relatively small H i
columns. They derived the following relation between
gas column and gas density:
dNH
d log nH
= 3.6× 1018
( nH
10−4.5 cm−2
)0.05
cm−2 . (32)
S16 also derived a median metallicity of Z = 0.6 Z, with
a dispersion of 0.3 dex between different objects (Fig. 9).
The assumption of S16 that dense gas is embedded in
low-density gas can be interpreted either in a ‘local’ den-
sity gradient picture or a ‘global’ density gradient pic-
ture. In the local picture (which S16 focuses on), the
distribution of gas densities is independent of distance
from the galaxy, and the low-ions form in dense pock-
ets in larger low-density clouds which produce high-ions.
This picture would be expected for example for self-
gravitating clouds. In the alternative ‘global’ picture,
dense gas which produces low-ions resides at smaller dis-
tances from the galaxy than low-density gas which pro-
duces high-ions. The analysis in Figs. 1–2 suggests that
O vi is indeed located at larger distances than the large
H i columns and low ions, and hence this global picture
seems preferred, at least for the relation between O vi
and the low-ions. We hence utilize only the results of
S16 which are independent of the assumption of a local
density gradient, namely eqn. (32) and the metallicity
distribution.
We now compare eqn. (32) deduced by S16 with the
single-density PIE modeling of gas at R & RO vi done
above in the context of the low-pressure scenario. The
hydrogen column in the single-density model is:
NH =
(
5 · 10−4 Z
Z
)−1
NO vi
fO vi
= 9.5× 1018 NO vi
1014.5 cm−2
(
fO vi
0.2
)−1(
Z
1
3 Z
)−1
cm−2 .
(33)
which is comparable to the characteristic NH = 3.6 ·
1018 cm−2 in eqn. (32), especially if the metallicity is
somewhat higher than Z/3 as suggested by the S16
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analysis. A similar characteristic NH was also deduced
by Prochaska et al. (2004) for O vi absorbers along the
sightline to PKS 0405–123.
Equation (32) also shows that the column density dis-
tribution dNH/d log nH found by S16 is nearly flat (same
total column per log nH). How does this flat distribution
relate to the cool inflow interpretation? If the O vi and
low-ions trace inflowing gas with a constant mass flow
rate and velocity, then nH ∝ R−2 and hence NH ∝ R−1⊥ .
In this scenario, one would expect dNH/d log nH ∝ n1/2H ,
in contrast with the power-law index of 0.05 found by
S16. This difference might be explained by the ‘missing’
gas densities 10−4 . nH . 10−3 cm−3 implied by the ac-
cretion shock in the low-pressure scenario, in which the
density is discontinuous at the shock (see §4.3.1). Such a
density jump implies a relation between nH and R which
is steeper than R−2, and hence a flatter dNH/d log nH.
S16 assumed a continuous power-law distribution in den-
sity, so they could not detect a jump over specific densi-
ties. Indeed, the S16 model predicts N v columns above
the observed upper limits in many objects (see their
fig. 4). The N v fraction peaks at the ‘missing’ gas den-
sity (see fig. 1 in S16), and hence removing this phase
from the S16 model would make the model more consis-
tent with the N v observations.
4.7. Uncertainties in the ionizing spectrum
How would our conclusions for the low pressure sce-
nario change for a different assumed ionizing spectrum?
Most of the constraints shown in Fig. 9 depend on nH
and the background intensity Jν only through their ra-
tio, which is proportional to the ionization parameter.
The deduced nH in these constraints would hence change
proportionally with the assumed Jν . The exceptions to
this rule are the constraints based on the pathlength
lO vi, which include the requirement that lO vi < 2RO vi
(black line with lower limits in Fig. 9), and the con-
straint based on the observed NO vi vs. bO vi relation
(green stripe). Since lO vi is proportional to n
−1
O vi, and
nO vi ∝ nHZfO vi(Jν/nH) (see eqn. 7), then keeping lO vi
and Jν/nH constant requires Z ∝ n−1H , or equivalently
Z ∝ J−1ν . Thus, a different assumed Jν will change the
density and metallicity implied by the NO vi vs. bO vi con-
straint proportionally to Jν and J
−1
ν , respectively. Fig. 9
suggests that the location of the intersection of all (non-
dust) constraints will change in a similar fashion, i.e. the
implied gas density in the low-pressure scenario is pro-
portional to the assumed background, while the implied
metallicity is inversely proportional to it. If Jν(1 Ryd) is
more than three times weaker than the assumed value of
3 · 10−23 erg s−1 cm−2 Hz−1 sr−1, no region in parameter
space would satisfy all non-dust constraints, which would
be a challenge for the low-pressure scenario.
4.8. The high-pressure O vi scenario
In Figure 6 we demonstrated that the amount of H i in
the T = 105.5 K gas traced by O vi in the high pressure
scenario is insufficient to explain the observed column
ratios of NHI/NO vi = 1 − 10 at R⊥ & RO vi (Fig. 2).
The high pressure scenario hence requires a cooler gas
phase to explain the observed H i. A similar conclusion
holds for the observed C iii (§3.5). In principle, these
two phases could be unassociated with one another, for
example if H i originates in gas that is more distant than
O vi. This possibility appears unlikely, for two reasons.
First, the typical NHI at impact parameter ≈ RO vi is
∼ 1015 cm−2, an order of magnitude larger than at R⊥ ∼
Rvir (top panel of Fig. 2), suggesting that most of the
H i observed at R⊥ ≈ RO vi originates at a 3D distance
R ≈ RO vi, similar to the 3D distance of the O vi-gas.
Second, H i and O vi are correlated in velocity space
(§3.4), which also argues for a physical connection.
A more likely possibility in the context of the high
pressure scenario is that H i and C iii trace cooler phases
of the same cooling flow traced by O vi, hence explain-
ing both the spatial and kinematic alignments of these
phases with O vi. While this seems plausible, the ob-
served NHI is orders of magnitude lower than naively
expected in the O vi-traced cooling flow. A cooling flow
would result in Mcool ≈ tdynM˙cooling ∼ 3 · 1010 M of
cool gas at the same location as O vi, where M˙cooling ∼
30 (NO vi/10
14.5 cm−2) M yr−1 is the mass flow rate of
the cooling flow traced by O vi (see MQW17), and
tdyn ≈ 109 yr is the dynamical time required for the
cool gas to traverse a significant distance in the halo.
This mass of cool gas would yield a characteristic H i
column of NHI ∼ 3 · 1010 M · fH i/(piR2O vimp) = 7 ·
1017(fH i/0.01) cm
−2, where fH i ≈ 0.01 is the H i frac-
tion expected for T ≈ 104 K gas with nHT ≈ 30 cm−3 K
(the value at the intersection of the two red dashed lines
in the left panel of Fig. 6). This expected H i col-
umn suggests NHI/NO vi ≈ 2000, almost three orders
of magnitude larger than the typical values observed at
R⊥ & RO vi. The cooled gas therefore must be heated
up (or mixed) on a timescale significantly shorter than
tdyn to avoid producing large H i columns, in the right
amount to produce the observed NHI/NO vi ∼ 1− 10.
Furthermore, if the NHI/NO vi ≈ 1 − 10 observed in
the outer halos of ∼L∗ galaxies is determined by the hot
gas cooling rate and the cool gas mixing rate as sug-
gested above, it is somewhat surprising that O vi ab-
sorbers along random sightlines show similar values of
NHI/NO vi (bottom panel of Fig. 2), since the mentioned
timescales are likely different in these systems.
5. SUMMARY
In this work we analyzed the physical properties of
gas traced by O vi absorption around low-redshift, ∼L∗,
star-forming galaxies. We demonstrated that the charac-
teristic O5+-galaxy distance is RO vi ≈ 0.6Rvir, and that
gas at this distance also exhibits NHI/NO vi ∼ 1 − 10,
EB−V ≈ 10−3 mag, weak NC iii ≈ 1013.5 cm−2 and
NSi iii . 1012.5 cm−2 absorption, and a lack of other low-
ion absorption. Larger NHI/NO vi of & 100 and stronger
low-ion absorption are only seen at R⊥ . 0.5Rvir, sug-
gesting that the gas which produces H i columns of
& 1016.5 cm−2 and low-ion absorption features resides at
smaller physical radii than the O vi gas.
We compared these observations with two distinct
physical scenarios. In the ‘high-pressure O vi’ scenario,
the accretion shock is at & Rvir, and O vi traces colli-
sionaly ionized gas within the shock radius with a charac-
teristic pressure of nHT ≈ 30 cm−3 K. In the alternative
‘low-pressure O vi’ scenario, the accretion shock is at
. 0.5Rvir, and O vi traces gas beyond the shock radius,
which is in ionization and thermal equilibrium with the
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UV background. The gas pressure that maximizes the
O vi fraction in such conditions is nHT ∼ 1 cm−3 K. The
high-pressure scenario is favored by current cosmological
simulations, though a low-pressure scenario is possible
if the cooling time of the postshock gas is shorter than
in simulations, e.g. due to a higher metallicity or lower
preshock inflow velocity (see §4.1). Such a scenario may
be realized if low redshift inflows originate in outflows
from a previous epoch that are currently falling back onto
the central galaxy.
Using simplified analytic derivations, cloudy numer-
ical calculations, and the available observational con-
straints, we deduce the following:
1. The low-pressure O vi scenario can explain the
observed O vi, C iii, H i and dust absorption at
R & RO vi with a single gas phase, provided that
the circumgalactic O vi-gas has a density of nH ≈
10−4.5 cm−3, a metallicity of Z/3 − Z, and a
dust-to-metal ratio similar to that in the ISM. This
phase is also consistent with existing upper lim-
its on NN v and NSi iii. The implied baryon over-
density of ≈ 100 is comparable to the dark-matter
overdensity at the location of the O vi-gas. In con-
trast, the high-pressure O vi scenario requires mul-
tiple gas phases to explain the coincident O vi, H i
and C iii absorption.
2. The high-pressure O vi scenario implies that the
O vi-gas is rapidly cooling, at a rate roughly equal
to the halo gas thermal energy per Hubble time. A
mechanism that efficiently dissipates energy in the
outer halo is hence required to avoid collapse. A
similar conclusion has also recently been reached by
Faerman et al. (2017) and MQW17. This cooling
‘problem’ is mitigated in the low-pressure scenario
where the O vi-gas is in thermal equilibrium with
the UV background.
3. The expected density of O5+ ions in both scenar-
ios is nO vi = 1 − 3 · 10−9 cm−3, suggesting an ab-
sorber pathlength of 30 − 100 kpc for the typical
NO vi = 10
14.5 cm−2. This pathlength is a sig-
nificant fraction of the halo size. The observed
O vi line widths are consistent with the velocity
shear expected within absorbers of this size, pro-
vided that their kinematics are dominated by bulk
motions.
4. When the halo mass is below the threshold mass
for a stable virial shock, the accretion shock may
be located at . 0.5Rvir, as assumed in the low-
pressure O vi scenario. The median halo mass of
6 · 1011 M of the COS-Halos+J15 sample (based
on the Moster et al. 2013 relation) is a factor of ∼ 2
higher than the threshold of 1011.5 M deduced by
the idealized CGM simulations of Fielding et al.
(2017) for a CGM metallicity of Z/3. The actual
threshold mass could however be higher if the CGM
metallicity is > Z/3, or alternatively if inflows
reach Rvir at a velocity somewhat lower than the
virial velocity.
The following conclusions are applicable in the context
of the low-pressure scenario, in which O vi is assumed to
trace cool gas beyond the accretion shock:
5. The location of the O vi-gas outside the shock sug-
gests that it is infalling. The centroid offsets of the
O vi absorption profiles relative to the galaxy im-
ply a typical infall velocity of ≈ 100 km s−1.
6. We derive a mass flow rate of ∼ 5 M yr−1 for the
flow traced by O vi, comparable to the mean star
formation rate of 4.2 M yr−1 in the central galax-
ies in the sample. This suggests that low-redshift
∼L∗ galaxies form stars at a rate comparable to
the large-scale (> 100 kpc) inflow rate.
7. We derive a ram pressure of Pram/k ≈ 20 cm−3 K
for the flow traced by O vi, comparable to the
thermal pressure within the shock radius estimated
from the low-ion absorption observed at . 0.5Rvir.
This similarity supports the pre-shock infall inter-
pretation for the O vi gas.
8. The lack of strong O vi absorption in the halos of
red galaxies suggests the accretion shock is farther
out in these halos, which would cause the low pres-
sure O vi phase to disappear. The more extended
accretion shock around red galaxies could be due
to their higher halo masses, which implies the virial
shock is stable over a larger range of CGM param-
eters, or due to different feedback properties (e.g.,
AGN feedback).
9. The low-pressure scenario predicts the existence of
a bimodality in line ratios at R⊥ ≈ 0.5Rvir, due
to the factor of ∼ 40 difference between the den-
sity of ∼ 104 K gas immediately within and imme-
diate outside the shock radius. This scenario also
predicts that NNe viii/NO vi and NO vi/NO v should
increase with impact parameter beyond the shock
radius, due to the increase in ionization with dis-
tance. Both predictions can be tested using COS
observations of the CGM at 0.5 . z . 1.
Although it is often assumed, largely based on the-
oretical models of galaxy formation, that the O vi ob-
served around low-redshift ∼L∗ galaxies arises in a high-
pressure, collisionally ionized medium, we have demon-
strated that in many respects CGM observations can in-
stead be explained by O vi originating primarily in a
low-pressure, photoionized medium. Going forward, it
will therefore be important to test in more detail the pre-
dictions of the low- and high-pressure scenarios against
observations. In particular, our analysis suggests that it
would be instructive to compare the NHI/NO vi ratio and
circumgalactic dust extinction predicted by simulations
with observations. Moreover, it would be useful to de-
velop more quantitative predictions for the low-pressure
scenario (e.g., for the metal-enriched inflows interpreta-
tion mentioned above), since this scenario may not be
realized in standard simulations.
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APPENDIX
A. LOW IONS
Figure 11 plots ion columns versus normalized impact parameter in the COS-Halos+J15 sample. The ion columns
are taken from Werk et al. (2013) and J15, using only absorption components within 200 km s−1 of the central galaxy,
as done in Figs. 1–2 for O vi and H i. For comparison, we also mark in the panels the median radius of the O vi-gas
RO vi. All plotted ions show higher detection rates and columns at lower impact parameters, in contrast with O vi,
for which the column is relatively independent of impact parameter at R < RO vi (Fig. 1). At R⊥ > RO vi the ions
Mg ii, Si ii, S iii, N iii, and C ii, are never detected, while Si iii and N ii show a single detection, and C iii shows
two detections. The N ii detection is at +183 km s−1 from the galaxy J0943+0531 227 19, and is likely associated
with a H i and C iii system at > 200 km s−1, distinct from the velocities spanned by the O vi absorbers analyzed in
this work. We conclude that detectable quantities of lower ionization ions typically exist only at < RO vi, with the
exception of C iii and possibly Si iii. The low-ions hence reside at a smaller physical distance from the galaxy than
most of the O vi.
B. PATHLENGTH OF THE O vi GAS ASSUMING PHOTOIONIZATION BY THE UV BACKGROUND
Table 1 lists 28 of the 32 quasar-galaxy pairs in the sample considered in this study in which N v λ1240 was
in the wavelength range probed by the quasar spectrum. We exclude the four objects were both O vi and N v
were not detected. The last three columns in the table give the density, metallicity and pathlength of the O vi gas
(lO vi = NO vi/nO vi), based on the single-density PIE models described in §3.5 (see also lower-left panel of Fig. 7). The
models are constrained using the observed NO vi, NHI, and NN v. As discussed in §2.2, in sightlines with R⊥ < RO vi
the H i column is likely dominated by dense gas at smaller scales than O vi, so we assume NHI/NO vi = 3 for the
O vi-gas, which is the median ratio observed at R⊥ > RO vi. For comparison, Werk et al. (2016) performed a similar
calculation assuming a constant NHI = 10
15 cm−2 for all objects. In objects where NN v is an upper limit the derived
Z and nH are upper limits, while the derived lO vi is a lower limit. Table 1 shows that the minimum pathlengths are
typically a factor of 2−10 smaller than Rvir, and only in a single object (J0914+2823 41 27) the minimum pathlength
is larger than Rvir. That is, as long as the actual NN v are not significantly below the measured upper limits, the
implied pathlengths are physically possible, and consistent with O vi originating in the ambient medium beyond the
shock as suggested by the low pressure scenario discussed in this work. Hence, a photoionization origin for O vi cannot
be ruled out based on the existing upper limits on N v, in contrast with the conclusion of Werk et al. (2016). The
different conclusion regarding O vi pathlengths is mainly due to the scaling of [N/O] with [O/H] used in this work
(see §3.5) compared to the solar [N/O] assumed by Werk et al. (2016).
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Fig. 11.— Observed ion columns in the CGM of ∼L∗ star-forming galaxies with 0.1 < z < 0.4. Data points and upper limits are
from the COS-Halos survey and from J15. Non-detections and saturated lines are marked by down- and up-pointing arrows, respectively.
Measurement errors are typically < 0.1 dex. The panels are sorted by the ion ionization energy. The median radius of the O vi-gas inferred
in Fig. 1, RO vi, is noted by vertical dotted lines. Note that most ions are observed only at impact parameters smaller than RO vi.
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Object survey Rvir R⊥/Rvir logNO vi logNHI logNN v Z(a) logn
(a)
H l
(a)
O vi
[kpc] [cm−2] [cm−2] [cm−2] [Z] [cm−3] [ kpc]
04:07:50.57-12:12:24.0 J15 275 0.9 13.6 14.0 <12.9 <0.8 <-4.3 >4
14:37:43.01-01:47:42.6 J15 243 0.9 13.8 14.8 <12.8 <0.2 <-4.5 >31
14:37:50.10-01:47:10.2 J15 149 0.9 13.9 14.1 <12.9 <0.5 <-4.6 >13
J1437+5045 317 38 COS-Halos 187 0.8 14.4 14.5 <14.0 <1.7 <-4.4 >11
J1245+3356 236 36 COS-Halos 165 0.7 14.3 14.7 <13.7 <0.9 <-4.3 >18
J0914+2823 41 27 COS-Halos 162 0.6 14.7 15.5 <13.4 <0.2 <-4.4 >251
J1445+3428 232 33 COS-Halos 219 0.5 14.4 14.8(b) <13.7 <0.9 <-4.4 >22
J1241+5721 208 27 COS-Halos 181 0.5 14.7 15.2(b) 13.7 0.4 -4.4 96
J1619+3342 113 40 COS-Halos 190 0.5 14.2 14.7(b) 13.7 1.3 -4.3 10
J1233+4758 94 38 COS-Halos 298 0.4 14.4 14.9(b) <13.4 <0.5 <-4.4 >44
J0401-0540 67 24 COS-Halos 189 0.4 14.5 15.0(b) <13.6 <0.5 <-4.4 >54
J0910+1014 34 46 COS-Halos 266 0.4 14.6 15.0(b) <13.4 <0.3 <-4.4 >88
J1330+2813 289 28 COS-Halos 213 0.4 14.4 14.9(b) <13.5 <0.5 <-4.4 >45
J1435+3604 126 21 COS-Halos 212 0.4 14.6 15.1(b) <14.0 <0.9 <-4.4 >35
J1233-0031 168 7 COS-Halos 229 0.4 14.7 15.2(b) <13.8 <0.5 <-4.4 >86
J1009+0713 204 17 COS-Halos 164 0.4 15.0 15.4(b) <14.4 <1.1 <-4.3 >72
J1419+4207 132 30 COS-Halos 256 0.3 14.4 14.9(b) <13.7 <0.7 <-4.4 >32
J1133+0327 164 21 COS-Halos 186 0.3 14.5 15.0(b) <13.5 <0.4 <-4.4 >57
J1112+3539 236 14 COS-Halos 204 0.3 14.6 15.0(b) <13.8 <0.7 <-4.4 >41
J1009+0713 170 9 COS-Halos 189 0.2 15.0 15.4(b) <14.0 <0.5 <-4.4 >153
14:37:26.68+50:46:07.4 J15 158 0.2 14.6 15.1(b) <13.5 <0.4 <-4.4 >84
J1016+4706 359 16 COS-Halos 234 0.2 14.6 15.1(b) 14.2 1.2 -4.3 29
J1555+3628 88 11 COS-Halos 244 0.1 14.6 15.1(b) <13.9 <0.7 <-4.4 >48
J1322+4645 349 11 COS-Halos 303 0.1 14.5 15.0(b) <14.0 <1.1 <-4.3 >24
J1016+4706 274 6 COS-Halos 193 0.1 14.9 15.3(b) <14.0 <0.5 <-4.4 >111
J1241+5721 199 6 COS-Halos 191 0.1 14.8 15.3(b) 13.7 0.4 -4.4 149
J1342-0053 157 10 COS-Halos 366 0.1 14.6 15.1(b) <13.9 <0.7 <-4.4 >46
J1435+3604 68 12 COS-Halos 476 0.1 14.8 15.2(b) <14.1 <0.7 <-4.4 >66
TABLE 1
(a) Implied metallicity, density and pathlength of the O vi gas assuming photoionization by the UV background and the listed ionic
columns. In objects where NN v is an upper limit the derived Z and nH are upper limits, while the derived lO vi is a lower limit.
(b) In objects with R⊥ < RO vi the H i associated with the O vi gas is assumed to satisfiy NHI/NO vi = 3 (see Appendix B).
